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Bevel gear cutting
enters a new era with
the Phoenix" II 275,HC
CNC BevelGear
Cutting Maeblne,

New ,600HTT TURB'Q
TESTER™ performs faster
CNC roll testing_ of 'spiral,
and by-p1oid bevel. gear sets.

II's 35% smaJler than the Phoenix"
175HC but produce part with
diameters up to 275 rnrn ...cuts dry
without chip shrouds and
vacuum systems ... simplifies and
speeds part load/unload and
cuner changeover ... and features
direct-drive pindle motors for
faster setup and machining 'time.

l'I. features a small footprint, ergonomic
and easy-la-use design ... performs not only
basic pattern checking but also SFT (S,ingle
Rank T-ransmission error) testing and

SBN (Structure-Borne-Noise) te ting ...and
accommodates workpiece diameters lip to 600 mrn,

Thank, to a breakthrough
monolithic column design.ull
of these user benefits are now
available. and much more.

The 600HTT TURBO TESTER~ also shares the
arne platform made popular with the recent

introduction of the 600HTL TUR130 LAPP_ R"',.
o you benefit from vast reductions in floorspace,

and a highly accessible work chamber.

HID UDive ity Ave.. lP.O.Box 22970
Rochester. NY 14692-2970 U.S.A.

Phone: 585/473-1(0) fax: 5851461-4348
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Quieter Gears.
Engineered Metals.

There's only one way to ensure that
the gears you produce wiU always deliver
superior and quiet performance. Make sure
they're bred from ,quality stock.

Dura-Bar" conttauous-cast gray and ductile
iron performs lik'e free-machining steel with an
important addedbonus - quteter operation ..

Uke steel, Dura-Bar can beaustempered,
through-hardened. flame-hardeaed, or induction-
hardened for added wear resistance. But the
superior noise and vibration damping eharacteristies
.ofDura-Bar make f.or quieter running
gears. And Dura-Bar Is 1.0% lighte.r than steel.

Dura-Bar round bars are available In diameters
ranging from 5/8" to 20" and lengths of 6·20'. So you
won't need to make major changes in your machining equfpment,
And. our extensive Inventory means Dura-Bar is available nQW - when you need it ..

Wh..__en ..it's qUali.ty mat.erlal._._.qu..ietp. eno.rm._a.nee, and. qu..Ick d.elivery th. tat ~\ ..... Q~

count.Jock to continuous-cast Dura-Bar for your gear production needs. ~
.rDURA-BAR® 1-800-BAR-MILL (227·6455)- 815-338-7800 • Fax: 815·338·1549,

2100 West Lake Shore Drive, Woodstock. JL 60098-7497
Web Site: www.·dura·bar.com .• E-mail: sales@dura-bar,'com
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Continuous Cast frion Bar Stock
C,ontact us. fo.r th.elatest data ·on gear noise.
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Global Expertise
For All Applications

,..",.,.............

with continu'edl
leadership ...
Combiining over 1'40 years of process,
machine, and tool experience enables
Nachi Machining Technology Co. to
maintai:n industry leadership by providing
customers with the "'best practices"
manufacturing solutions,
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FlllilblD Prod t:b
Broaches

Conventional
Gullet
SpiflalgJide
Spline
Blind Spline
FUll-form
TensiOned
Dmw fJaJ

Stinace
Pol
Fir Tree

Shaving Culters
Roll Dieslet us help you with all Df your Broachin'g,

Gear Shaving, Hobbing, Rolling. Gear Honing,
and Too IISharpening needs.

HoDs
Shapef Cutters
Roll Forming Racks
Hones
8umlsiling Tools

NACHIII MACHINING TECHNOLOGY ,CO.
17500 Twenty-Three Mlie Road. Macomb. MIchigan 48044·1103
Phone: (586)-263-0100 Fax: (586)·263-4571 \III1NW.nachimtC.com
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replaced altogether.

Cyber-Seminars:
A Virtual Success

¥,-ou hardly have to leave your office anymore. because

the whole world L being piped rig.ht to ymu desktop. E
- know. because I recently attended my first seminar by

Internet,

The seminar. sponsored by the American Gear

Manufacturers A sociation, w called "The Economy and the
Gear Market: What Come Next?"]t wa presented by Dr. Mike

Bradley. prnfes or of economics at George Wa hington
University in Wa hington, D.C. Dr. Bradley presented slides
over the Internet while he poke to participant via telephone.

Dr. Bradley' presentation, a always. was both interesrmg
and informative. He" the economics professor everyone wishe
he had in college. Not only is Dr. Bradley well informed 800m

the gear industry, bUI aliso. he's able 10 explain economi s in
simple, easy-to-understand language.

Regrettably. there weren't a lot of positive thing for Dr.

Bradleyto say in the middle of a ma~ufacturing recession. BUI.

the pre entation gave usa better idea of what's been happening
and what to e pecl in the coming month .

Of course, the que ·ti.on everyone wants answered-when
will the mannfa luring recession be over?'--call't be predicted
wuh any certainly. However. history has provided some meas-
ure of as urance .in this area. According to Dr. Bradley. the aver-
age reee sian since World War IIIhas lasted around 1.1 months.
Allhough some have lasted considerably longer, we're already
more than a year in~o this manufacturing recession. so hopeful-
ly. we don't have to wait much longer for recovery.

While I wasn't terribly encouraged by Dr. Bradley's near-
term expectations. I was certainly encouraged by the format and
technology of (he seminarjtself. Dr. Bradley's lides appeared
on our computer screen. and he controlled them from hi loca-
tion, flipping through them just as he would .in a lecture hall. He
was even able 10 highl.ighl and animate portions of the presen-
tati n as he spoke,

AI 0, participants were able to ask: que lions, either by typ-
ing them into their brow ers or, al certain points during the
presentation. by speaking them over the phone lines. The

phoned-in questions could be heard by all the other participant.
JUI as if tJiley were sitling al a traditional conference.

As a whole, I was ve.ry impre 'sed at how the technology pro-
vided an experience nearly duplicating that ofa live seminar,

This is not 10 aylhat the format does not have irs draw-
backs, Ir's 110t the same as, being there ill person. Much of the
Interaction !hal rakes place ill person can't happen in a virtual
selling. Often. a! conferences. it's the communication that rakes
place in the hallway or the hotel lobby that proves the most
valuable. The value of (hat face-to-face contact can't be

,",ww.powllrlr"n.mluion.com. "'''''''.I7""r,""1I11010171.,,om • GEAR 'TECHNOLOGY' JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2002 .,

However, one of the main advantages of the Internet tele-
coafcrence is its ability to expand the potential audience.
According to Joe FranJdin, AGMA's executive director. 42 com-

pany locations participated in the event. The average number of
individuals at each location was 4.9, resulting .in more than 200
total attendees. AI. a typi al AGMA markeung comrmuee meet-

ing, somewhere between 50 and 75 people normally auend,
Franklin says.

A'I most technical seminars, just one or two people from any

company are able 10 attend. But with a virtual seminar, 'here'
no airfare or accommodati ns to worry about, so the price of
attending goes way down. Plus, the only time lost at the office

is the lime for the seminar itself.
Increa ing the availability of technical. information was one

of the founding principles of this magazine. About 18 years ago.
when I founded Gear Tech1lulogy, many gear-related technical
papers were being pre en led atconferences around the world,
but most of the gear manufacturing eomrnunity never saw the

papers. The fact that a much larger audience is interested in (hat
information is one of the reasons for this magazine's success.

The virtual meeting technology has similar potential. We'!,1
soon see this format used for more comprehensive 'events. such
as AGMA's many technical committee meetings or any number
of other seminars and presentations held by other organizations.

According to Franklin, the AGMA plans to make good use
of the technology over the next year. l believe !hat 3I1ything that

pread of infonnalion-espe-
dally information that' of
value I[Q our indu lry-i
cemmendable,

So [ congratulate the

AGMA for their efforts in
thi endea or. and [ look

forward to future use of
this and similar technolo-
gies,
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The' IG,earAnalvsis Handbook bV Jemes L. 'lav1lor'
Vibralli:on ICo:nsuUants Illne.

IReviewed by Robed E. Smith

The author has written this bookpri-

marily from the viewpoint of analyzing
vibrations on heavy industrial and mill

geariag that may have been in service for
a prolonged time. The purpose is to diag-

nose problems, especially the source or

eau e of failure. However. the principles

and analy is technique can be used for
all types and sizes of gear. , as well as for
gear noise analysis,

Gears are of complex geometry, and

there are many possible. ources of prob-

lems, including the rnountiag or assem-
bly (housing). The author has done a

very thorough job of describing the tech-
niques of analyzing vibration signals,
both in the time domain as well as the
frequency domain (FFT). He has tres ed
the importance of looking at time-based
sign.als. Many times, engineers look at
only the frequency pectrum and wiH
mis orne very important data or the fact.

that something about the gears has dis-

torted the spectrum or made the data use-
less, such as nicks and burrs OF over-

loaded signals.
There are many bits of information in

iii gear vibration or noise spectrum

be ide just me h frequency. The author
has been very thorough in describing the

causes of "unu ual" peaks in a spectrum
(other than meshfrequency and harmon-
ics of mesh). These are uch things as ]/2
and 1-1/2 harmonic of mesh, which

occur quite often.
Some other unusual peaks are "ghost

harmonics," In the gear trade, these <we
peaks caused by "undulations," whlch

are iii unique form of waviness on the
gear teeth, cau ed by kinematic errors in
the gear train of the machine that pro-

duced the gear teeth. The culprit is usu-
ally the final drive gear, mounted direct-
lyon the workspindle. There has to be an
integer number of waves around the
product gear, which is equal to the Dum-

The Gear Analysis Handbenk, ISBN O·
9640517·1·0', was published ill 2000 .by
Vwralioll ConsultDnt Inc. The 256-page
1)001 co~/s $109.95 plus shipping .. I~ CQI! be
ordered through Vibration' Consuiumtslnc.;
by calling (813) 839·2826. by sending e-mail
messages ,10' ilruo@vibcons.com or by visit-
ing www.vlbcons.()om.
ber of 'teeth on the workspindle drive
gear. Ohost harmonics are the type of
thing that submarine have looked for in
the analy is of onar data. They were
used to identify hips and tile machines
that produced the marine drive gears on
the ships. Current AGMA and ~SO stan-
dards on gear tooth surface finish and

texture describe this ghost harmonics
phenomenon.

Chapter 1.0 is a good place for any
I.edmi.cian or engineer to tart when
thinking about making vilbration or noise
measurements of gears or a gearbox. The
rest ofthe book goes a long way to guide

the person in methods and techniques of
gelling the most information out of the

analysis. 0
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Tell Us What You Think ...
If you would like to respond to this or any
other article in this edition of Gear
Technology, please fax your response to the
attention of Randy Stott, managing editor, at
841-431-661 B.

http://www.ge.srlechnoIOlly.com
mailto:ilruo@vibcons.com
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The Gear Technology Buyers Guide 2002.

COPIES STILL AVAILABLE
The Complete Geilr Industry on CD-ROM

• Machines • Cutting Tools
• Services .' Gear Manufacture rs

• Gea r Drive Manuf!! eturers

Everything you need to make or buy gea rs.
Get your eXIra copy today!

FAX THIS FORM TO (847) 437·6618
OR MAIL TO P.O. BOX 1426, EUC GROVE VILLAGE, It 001109 U.S.A.

$95 each, while supplies last!
DYES! I would Ilke to receive the Gaar Tachncloqv Buyers Guide 2002!

Number of copies _ X$95= _____ total

o My check is enclosed. (Only U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank will be accepted.)

o Please invoice me.

o Please charge mv Visa, MasterCard, or American Express.

Card Number _

Expiration Date _
Signature _

Please send my order to the following address:
Name: _

Tit[e; _

Company Name: -- _

Mailing Address: _

City: State: ZIP/Postal Code: _
Country: _
Telephone: - _
Fax: _

E-maif: _

Website: _

Provides actual over
ball /pin measurment
of any helical or spur
gear or spline without
the need of costly
setting masters.

P'rovides vital S.P.C.
information.

9' /I Q..D ..
8"I.D.

851 OHIO FlKE • CINCINNATI, OHIO 415:245· (5:13) 752·6000 • FAX (51,3) 752·5599
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IREVOLUTIONS _

IG.o,r,donNew Wins IG,ear CI,ock 1 • George T. Shturtz, Metal Powder

Gordon New, managing director of i Products Co.: and I
operations for Ron on Gears of Au - ! • Paul Wandler. L&H Welding & ,I

'lralia. was Ihe grand prize willllcr in II Machine Co.
'Gear Technology' drawing held in Congratulations to. all of the winners.

October at Gear Expo 20lH in Detroit. land thank you to all who came 10 Gear II
New won a one-of-a-kind gear clock II Expo and visited us. Those who are inter- I
sculpture, cu tom made forthe event ested in a marketing consultation. but .

The cira.wing was pan of Gear I who didn't have the chance 10 come to !
Technology's booth promotion at Gear I (he show, can call u at (847) 437-6604. ]1,

Expo. The emphasis of the booth was ! CUrle 300 •
"MarKeting in the Gear Industry." I

Individuals had the opportunity to COD- Ii
sult with OUF staff about the adverti ing

1and promotional opponunnie available
to companie in Ihegear indu try 01'

cornpanie
industry.

Visitor to the booth entered the con-

wan Ling 10 reach the gear

test by dropping their business cards in a
box. The drawing wa held Tuesday,

Ocrober9.
[0 addition to the custom-made origi-

nal clock, Tile Gear IlIdu,slry Home
Page™ and powertrcmsl1Iissioll.comT"M'

held drawings for smaller worm-and-
wheel clocks. The winners of jhose
dl1lwing were:

• John R. Arbisi, Ingersoll Contract
Manufacturing Co.:
• Gerard 1. Connell. Cloyes Gear &
Products Inc.;
.•. Jeff Coursey, Nacbi Machining

'J:echno!ogy 0.;

'.' Alex.ander J. Gunow, Midwe I

Thermal- Vac:

Theparts: inl.emal gears with small
diameter and heat-treat distortion. The
problem: how to grind the distortion

from the teeth? A solution: grind by
broaching.

HI sler AG has a modified 'broaching
proce thai provides the surface rough-
ne of ground gears where grinding isn't

possible because of space problems. like
in internal gears with small diameters.

The process lise. a diamond-coated
short. broach and multiple, up-and-down

strokes to remove heat-treat distortion
f-rom broached. hardened workpieces.

Located in Dubendorf', Switzerland.
Fassler has offered the process since toe

mid-l990 . While not new. the diamond-
coaled. hort broach appear unique as a

fini hlng tool for internal gears.
According to Martin Gerber, [l Fassler

alesrnan, only his company make. uch
a broach. The broach operates in the

IGOnl'OD New o~R1111son 'Ge-nll. IIml]l and Gear TilchlJoio9YIIlu'blisher MichaellGollfsteln ho'I'dlh_ 'g811J
doc'lI.lhll Naw WOnin lh Gear Technology" siwing II: Gill &110 2:00~.

Welcome UJI Revo'lutions, the col-
umn that brings you the latest,
most up-Io-dale lind easy-ro-read
info,mati,on about the peopl,,,
and technology of the gea,
indust,-y. Revoiliutions w91comes
your submissions. P/,ease send
them to Gear Technology, P.O.
Box 1426, file GI,o"e Village, It
60009, fax {B47)431-6618 Of e-mail
people@.geartechnology.com. "

you'd lilee more information about
any of the 8niclBS thaI appBar.
please circle the appr.opriate num·
ber ,onthe Reader Response' Card,

company's H· -100 hard broaching
machine,

Bi.ilent Yesilalp., ii sler's ale direc-
tor. describes the short broach proces a
simple and reliable. and as a lowcost
solution for high volume production.

In this process, the illiemal gear lies
on the broaching machine's deposit table
and is held in place by a hold-down bar.
The gear isn't rigidlyclamped, 0 the

broach can move it according 'to tile
gear's cemen

With a mounting flange, the short
broach has a centering zone to position
the gear W.ilh the profi le and check the

allowable .!"Unollt,a tapered zone 10

remove stock. and a ground cylindrical
zone to calibrate, or flatten, the profile.

In a normal broaching machine. driv-
en by a hydraulic cylinder, the broach is
pulled down through a gear blank in one
stroke,

In the HS-IOO, the broach is pu. hed

up and pulled down through an internal
gear' opening. Wh lithe broach exits up

or down, chips are rinsed from between
the broach and gear by the deposit
tab le's ring nozzle. Designed to finish
gears, the broa h can remove only 25-40
microns of stock.

Jso, the short broach process avoid
a problem with the long broachprecess:

'""wlt'.poweTlr.n.rmlulon.com· WWW.ge.rrechnolo .. y.com • GEAR TECHNOLOGY· JANUARV/FEBRUARV 20Q2 11
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elastic deformation.
Fassler has produced diamond-coated

long broaches for more than 20 years.

Such long broaches could be made for
f.inilting internal gears. BUI, lite broach's
single, long stroke expands its work-
pieces, which later brink.

The short broach process uses multi-
ple, short strokes, so elastic deformation
in a gear from one stroke can shrink and

be removed during tile next stroke.
"We have no expan ion in tile work-

piece," Gerber says. "That was the rea-
son to change to this short broach
process;"

Thus, the short broach grinds heat-

treat distortion from internal gears, giv-
ing them their properprofile, within their

tolerance range. The broach provides
such accuracy whether it's new or old.

Fiss'I'er IGorp:, multiple-moke short broaches,
like, thIs onll. nUl finIsh·broach internal gellrs
with small diameters and heat-treat distol'l:i en, A
lIear's major d iamlll8F ,can b as smalll -.1201 mm.

When new, the broach's dimensions

are their large t, 0 its finished gear willi
have dimen ion at the lower, smaller
end of their tolerance range.

As (he broach is used its diamond
grit will wear away. The broach's dimen-
sions will become smaller, so its gear's
dimensions will move toward the upper,
larger end of their tolerance range.

When the broach is mallest in size,
and needs to be replated, gear dimen-
sions will be at the upper end oftheir tol-
erance range. The change in the broach's
size is the tolerance range of its internal-
gear workpiece.

The workpiece's dimensions can
range from 30-250 mm for its outside
diameter, 20-80 mm for its internal-gear

diameter, 3-100 mm for its heighl and
3-55 mm for its gear-profile height.

Each diamond-coaled short broach
ha a lifetime of 200-300 meters of
broaching length and a cycle ti me of

I

A short hrcaeh slick.s out of the HS-100 deposit
table and !ringl nozzle'. below lhal machine tool's,
hold-down bar. Tile broacb uses muiliplll' up-
Dlld-dOWIIstrokes to provide lmernal gealrS,witb
tha, sulfaee roughness 'llf g:round gears.
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The Ishon Ibroach eenters a gea r with its lupper
set ID~teetb, '!haD r,emoves S'lJlcl!: aDd fJ'IItt1RS !hI
,ars, prome with Ibe lower sellof teetb.

20-40 econd to finish an Internal gear.
A liming a gear height of 20 mm.

each broach canfini h-broaeh the flank
and major diameter of 10,000-15,000
gears. Al 0, each gear wouM have a cyete
time of 30 seconds and cost about 30
cents to finish. The 30 cents per gear
includes the cost of replating the broach
during its lifetime. Each new broach co Is
$6;000- 15,000, depending on its ize,

The broach' lifetime is defined by it
, troke length: The Ienger the troke, the
greater 'Ihe stre on the broach's dia-
mond coating and the honer the
broach's lifetime. That lifetime alse can
be shortened by work parameters, set by
!he machine operator.

At il smallest ize, the broach must
have its coating removed, then be replat-
,ed and reground with anew coaling 0]

metallically attached industrial-diamond
grit. The broach can be replatcd three
limes before it. rnu t be discarded.
Replatillg can be done by companies
other than Eissler.

Beside removing heat-treat disror-
lion, the broach removes an internal I

gear's helix, pitch and taper error. I

Gerber and Yesilalp add that the broach
increa es the gear' contn I ratio with
lower peak tre e and lengthen. th
gear's lifetime.

According to Ye ilalp, the hort
broach proce scan implify a semblyof
gears and shafts, He explains that the

proee s create gears with correct dimen-
sions-s-gears don't even need to be
rueasured=-so gears and shafts don't
have to be built in pairs.

He add that the proce s can reduce
heat treatment costs for some applica-
tions by eliminating over-pinion heal
lreatment

And, Fassler's hort broach process
isn't .Iimi.tedtoiruemal gear hapes. The

proce . 31 0 can. fini h-broaeh: ingle and
multiple keyways, polygons and other
,piine profiles.
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Consideration of Moving Tooth
Load in Gear Crack

Propagation Predictions
D'avid 'G.lewicki', llsa E. S'pievak, 'PaullA. Wawrzynek,

An1hony R...Iingraffea and Robert F..Handschuh

Introduction
Effective gear designs balance strength, dura-

bility, reliability, size. weight, and cost. Even

effective designs. however can have the possibil-
ity of gear cracks due to fatigue. In addition, truly

robust de: igns consider not only crack initiation.
but also crack propagation trajectories. As an
example, crack trajectories that propagate

through the gear tooth are the preferred mode of

failure compared to propagation through the gear
rim. Rim failures will lead to catastrophic events
and should be avoided. Analysis tools that predict

Figure I-Location of load.eases for finite elemen;
mesh.

crack propagation paths can be a valuable aid 10

the designer to prevent such catastrophic failures.

Pertaining to crack analy is, linear elastic frac-
ture mechanics applied to gear teeth has become

increasingly popular. The stress intensity factors
are the key parameters to estimate the characteris-
tics of a crack. Analytical method using weight-
function techniques to estimate gear tooth stress

intensity factors have been developed (Refs. I and
17). Numerical techniques, such as the boundary
element method and finite element method. have

also been studied (Refs. 12 and 21 ) .. Based on
stre s intensity factors, fatigue crack growth and
gear life predictions have been investigated (Refs.

2, 3, 5 and 9). In addition, gear crack trajectory
predictions have been addressed in a few studies
(Refs. 6, 7, .13, 14 and 19).

From publications on gear crack trajectory pre-
dictions, the analytical methods have been numer-

ical (finite element method or boundary element
method) while solving a static stress problem. In

actual gear applications, however, the load moves
along the moth, changing in both magnitude and

position. No work has been done investigating the
effect of this moving load on crack trajectories.

The objective of the current work is to study
the effect of moving gear tooth load on crack
propagation predictions. 'Iwo-dimensional analy-
sis of an involute spur gear using the finite ele-
ment method is discussed, Also, three-dimen ion-

al analysis of a spiral-bevel pinion gear using the
boundary element method is discu ed, A quasi-
static numerical simulation method is presented in
which the gear tooth engagement is broken down
into multiple load steps, with each step analyzed

separately. Methods to analyze the steps are dis-
cussed, and predicted crack shapes are compared
to experimental results.

Two-Dimensional Analysis
Gear ModeUng ..The two-dimensional analysis

was performed using the FRANC (FRacture
ANalysis Code) computer program developed by

a) load on tooth 12

K"~
6 5 4 3 2 1

~K,

35
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Wawrzynek (Ref. 23). The program is a general-
purpose finite element code for the static analysi»
of two-dimensional cracked structures. The pro-
gram uses principles of linear elastic fracture

mechanics and is capable of analyzing plane
strain, plane stress. or wej-symmetric problems. A
unique feature of the program i the ability to

model crack and crack propagation in a true-
ture, A 1'0 ene of quarter-pciat, ix-aode, triangu-

lar elements is used around the crack tip to model

the inverse square-root stress singularity. Mode I
and mode [J tre inten ity factors, K1and Kif
respectively, can be calculated u ing a variety of
methods. (Asa refresher, mode m loading refers to

loads applied nonaal to the crack plane and lends
to open the crack. Mode WIrefers to in-plane
shear loading.) The stres intensity factors quan-

tify the tate of tre in the region near the crack
tip. In the program. the tre inten ily faCIO
can be used to predict the crack propagation tra-
jectory angle . again using II variety of methods.

In addition. the program has a uniqaere-meshing
cherne to allow automated proces ing of the

crack imulation,
A spur gear from a fatigue test apparatus was

modeled to demon trate the two-dimensional
analy i .The modeled gear had 28 teeth. II 200

pre sure angle. II module of 3. 175 mm {diametral

pitch of 8tin.). and a face width of6.35 mm (0.25
in ..)..The gear had a backup ratio (defined a the

rim thickness divided by the I.ooth height) of 3.3.
The complete gear was modeled using mostly 8-
node, plane sires .. quadrilateral 'finite dements.

For improved accuracy" 'the mesh was refined. on
one of the teeth in which a crack was inserted.

The total mode] had 2,353 elements and 7.295
nodes. Four hub nodes at the gear inner diameter
were fixed to ground for boundarycoedirions,
The material used was steel.

'lootll Loading Scheme. To determine. the
effect of gear tooth movlng load on crack propa-
gation, the anaJy is was broken downinto 18 sep-

arate load case (fig. 0. An initial crack of 0.26
.mm (0.010 in.) ill length was placed ~n the fillet
ohooth 2. oormal [0 the surface. at the location of
the maximum tensile tres (uncracked condi-
tion). Six load cases were analyzed eparately
with the load on the tooth ahead of the cracked
toojh, six 0.11 lhe cracked tooth, and six on the
tooth after the cracked tooth. The calculated
stressintellsity factors for unit load at each of the
load position are hewn in Figure 2. These
'Stress. intensity factors were calculated u ing the
J-integraJ technique (Ref. 20). Load. on tooth 2.
(crackedtooth) produced ten ion at the crack tip.

2,0 _
load on looln 2

\ - lOl!d on tOOl!> J~,/
I \
I \

\
\
\

Load on toolh 1'-,I \
I \

f
I
I

40
Gear rotation, degreea

50
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Figur.e 3---DANST computer ,program ,0utpuJ ,0/
stalic geal' ,too.lll.load. 68 N-m driller torque.
K, increased as the load moved toward the tooth
tip (load cases 12 to 7, Fig. 2b) due to th
increa eel load lever ann. Lo ds on tooth 3 also
produced ten ion aI the era k 'lip. bUI at an order
of magnitude le than those produced from the
load on tooth 2 (Fig. 2.c)" Loads on toota I gave
com pres ion to the crack lip as shown by the neg-
ative K{ values (Fig. 2a).

Next, the actual load magnitudes on the gear
tooth were considered as il wenl through th
mesh. The computer program DANST (Dynamic

ANaly is of SPIl..l' gear Tram mission. Ref. 15)
was used for 'the analysis. 1bi. program is based

on a four-degree-of-freedom. torsional, lumped
rna model of n gear tran mi sian. The model
includes driving and driven gears, connecting

shafts, a motor. and a load. The equations of

motion for this model were derived from basic
gear geometry, elementary vibration principles,
and time-varyingtooth stiffaesses. For simplicity,
the static gear tooth loads of the solution were
determined ( ig, 3). TIle. e loads were deter-
mined from well-established gear tooth stiffne

principle and static equilibrium. The loads are
hewn as a function of gear rotation for adriver

torque of 68 N-m (599 in-lb.), Tooth 2 began

contact at a gear rotation of 100
• As the gear rota-

tion increased, the load on tooth 2 gradually
increa ed. Tooth l and tooth 2 shared the load for
a rotation from Hlo to 180

• From l8° to 23°. tooth

2 carried the complete load. At 23°. tooth 2 is
can idered at it bighe Ipoint of single tooth con-
'tact (HPSTC).

The stre s iDlen"ity factors as a function of
ge!U' rotation were then determiaed by multipjy-

i'ng the stressimensity factors determined from
the units' loads (Fig. 2) by the acreal looth loads
(Fig. 3) and applying superposition since linear
elastic fracture mechanics was 'U ed. The rr-eults
are shown in Figure 4. As expected. the mode E
stress intensity factor (Flig. 4a) was mostly influ-
enced by the load on tooth 2. Note that the largest
value of Kl eceurredat the HPSTC. AI a note that
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Figure 5--Str:ess ,inl;ensity factors from gear tooth crack propagatitm simuk»
tion" backup ratio'" 3.3'.
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11 the magnitude of K, (Fig. 43) was much larger
than that of K/l (Fig. 41». This implied thai, K, was
the driving force in the crackpropagation, KIf'

however, affected the crack propagation angle, as
will be shown in the next section,

Cr,ack Propagatiofl Silllulatio,r&. From
Williams (Ref. 24), the tangential stress near a.
crack tip, G9B' is given by

where rand (}are polar coordinate with the ori-
gin at the crack tip. Erdogan and Sih (Ref. 8) po -
tulated that crack extension starts at the crack lip
andgrows in the direction of the greate t tangen-
tial sire s. The direction of the greatest taagendal
stress is determined by taking the derivative of
Equation I with respect to B. setting the expres-
sion equal to zero, and solving lor (;/,Performing
the math, this predicted crack propagation angle,
8m, is given by

,9",= 2 tan "

. rom Equation 2, the predicted crack pmpaga-
tion angle is a function of the ratio of K{ to Kit

Erdogan and Sih (Ref. 8) used. brittle ptexiglass
plates under static loading to validate their pro-
posed theorems (ie.,the ratio of K/ to KII was con-
stant). For the gear problem in the currern rudy,
however. the ratio of K/ [Q KII was not constant dur-
ing gear rotation. This is hewn in Hgure 4c (actu-
ally plotted as the ratio Kil to K/ for clarity). lnaddi-
tion, Figure 4d gives the calculated B;" from
Equation 2 as a function of gear rotation.

In order to simulate gear crack propagation, a
modificat.ion to tile Brdogan and Sjh theory was
postulared in the current study. This modified the-
ory slate that the crack extension starts at the
crack tip and grows in the direction of the great-
est tangentiol tre s as seen during engagement of
the gear teeth, The procedure to calculate the
crack direction is as follows:
I) K/3.Ild Kllare determined as 3 ,fullction of gear
rotation (Figs. 4a and 4b, as described ia jhe pre-
viees section),
2) the ratio of K, to K/I as a function of gear 1:100a-

tion is determined (Fig. 4c),
3) 8m (using Eq. 2) as a function of gear rotauon
is determined (Fig. 4(1).

4) (100 (u ing Eq . .I) as a function of gear rotation
is determined (Fig. 4e),
5) the predicted crack direction is the value of 9",
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for which 0'00 i greate t during gear rotation.
For the gear example given, th . tangential

stres. fa tor (defined a. "'00' 21rr) is plotted a a
function of gear rotation in Figure <te. Thi plot
100 s very similar to the mode Lstre inten fly

factor plot (Fig. 4a) ince KI was much larger
than Ku (see Eq. I). The tangential tres was
largest al the HPSTC (gear rotation of 23") and
the predicted crack propagation angle at thi gear
rotation was ,9"," 4.3".

sing thi propagation angle. the crack was
extended by 0.26 mm (0.010 in.), re-me hed, re-
an_aJyzed. and a new prepagation angle wa. calcu-
lated using the method de. cribed above. This pro-
cedure was repeated a number of times 'to produce
a total crack lengjh of 2.38 mm (0.094 in.), The
O.26-mm crack: exten ion length wac based on
prior experience in rderto produce a mooth
crack path. Figure 5 shows the stres: intensity
factors versus gear rotation for a number of crack
length . Note that the mode Lstres , intensity fae-
tors looked imilar but with increa ed magnitude
as the crack length itncreased. In all. case , the
selected crack propagation angle occurred when
the tooth load was placed a.t me HPSTC. Figure 6
. hows a similar analysis bl.l1 with a model of a
thin-rimmed gear. Here. the gear was modeled
based 011 the previous design, but wi.lIl lOIS incor-
porated in the rim 1.0 imuiatea thin-rimmed gear.
The backup ratio for thi model was 0.2. A. een,
the magnitude of the mode I. stres s inten ity fac-
tors during len. ion (gear rotations 1.8" 10 45°)
were larger than that of the 3.3 backup ratio gear.
Also, there was a significant increase in 'the com-
pre sive 1(1 (gear rotation le than 18°) due to the
inerea ed compliance of the thin rim gear.

Comparison ,(6 Bxperiment . Figure 7 how
the results of the .allaty i compared to experimen-
tal tests in a gear fatigue apparatus. The original
model (backup ratio of 3.3). as de eribed before.
was compared along with model of backup, ratio
of 1.0 and 0.3. These later two models were creat-
ed using lOIs in tile gear blank. as previously
de cribed. The experiments were first reported by
Lewicki and Ballarini (Ref.. 13). Here, notches
were fabricated in the looth fiUet region to initiate
tooth cracking of [est gears of various rimthick.
nes es, The gears were run a!. 10.000 rpm and at a
variety of increasing loads unli] tooth or rim frac-
ture occurred. A en. [rom the figure, good cor-
relation of the predicted crack 'I.fajectorie to
experimental re ults was achieved. For backup
ratio 'Of 3.3 and 1.0. 'Looth fractures occurred. For
the backup ratio of 0.3, rim fmc lure occurred.

As a final n te, the llnal)' i indicated thatthe

F~gureB-Boundary element modd of OR-58 spi-
ral-bevel pinion'.

~
-g 10.5l

~
0

" 5

~
OL1--~3~--~5--~7---79--~1~1--~13~~15-

b) Loads on tooth CQl'lIacI elhPles

Figure 9-l.ocation' ,of tootl, caatac""ellipses "end
magnitud« ,of load on OH~S8piral.bevel' pinion'
tooth,.
maximum tangential tress at the crock tip alway
occurred when the tooth load was positioned at the
HPSTC. Thus, for two-dimensional analysi .cra k
simulation ba ed all calculated stress intensity fac-
torsand mixed mode erac angle prediction teea-
ruques can use a Lmple static analysi in which the
tooth load i located at the HPSl1 . Thi was ba ed
on a modification 'to the Erdogan and Sih crack
extension theory and 'the fact that the mode I tre s
intensity factor was mu h larger than lhe mode WI
factor.

Three-DimenionaJ Analy I
Gear Modelirlg. The three-dirnen ional analy-
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Figure 1000tress intensity factors jr"Om'rl,ree.dimenional OH-58 p.iniorl' tootil
crack propagaJion .simulali:On; step I, ,crack area", 5.96 .mm·z.
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Figur:e 11-5tres inten ily factors from 1I,ree-tiime1JsiolU11 OH~S8 p.iniontooth
,f:rackpr:opagation' simulation; step 1, normalized position alo/lC ,r,.arkfro.n~'= 0.83.
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sis was performed using the FRANC3D
(FRacture ANalysis Code for 3 Dimensions)
computer program developed by Wawrzynek
(Ref. 23) .. This program uses boundary element
modeling and principles of linear clastic fracture
mechanics to ana1yze cracked suucurrcs. The
geometry of three-dimensional structures with
non-planar, arbitrary shaped cracks can be mod-
eled, The modeling of a three-dimen ional
cracked tructure i performed 'through a series of
program. Structure geometry grid point data are
imported to a . olid modeler program. Here,

I r appropriate curves and faces (or patches) are ere-
I atcd from the grid data. as well as a dosed-loop

surface geometry model. This surface model i
then imported to the FRANC3D program for
boundary element model. preparation. The user
can then mesh the geometry model u ing 3- or 6-
node triangular surface elements, or 4- or 8-nod.e
quadrilateral elements. Boundary conditions
(applied traction and pre cribed displacement)
are applied on the model geometry over faces,

edges, or point. Initial crack. such as elliptical
or penny shaped. can be inserted in the tructure,
After complete formulation, the model is hipped
to a boundary element equation elver program .
Once the di placement and traction unknowns are

solved, the results are exported back to the
.FRANC3D program for post-proce ing,
Fracture analysis. such as stre sinten ity factor
calculations. can then be performed.

The spiral-bevel pinion of the OH-58 heli-
copter main rotor tran rnis ion wa modeled to

demon trate the three-dimen ional anal)' is. The
pinion had ['9 teeth, a 200 pre ure angle, a 30"
mean pi ra IIangle. a module of 3.66 rom (diame-
tral pitch of 6.94/in.), and a [ace width of 32.51.
mm (1.28 in.). 'For OH-58 operation. the pinion
mate with a 7 l -tooth spiral-bevel gear. operates
at 6,(}60 rpm, and h a design torque of 350 N-m
(3.099 in-lb .).

The boundary element model of the .oH-58
pinion developed by Spievak (Ref. 22) was 1.1 ed
for the study. Three teeth. tbe rim cone. and th
bearing uppert shafts were modeled (Fig. 8).
The tooth surface and fillet coordinates were
determined from the method developed by
Handschuh and Litvin (Ref. ] 1) and Litvin and
Zhang (Ref. 16). The melt of 'the three teem wa
refined for improved accuracy. A ha1f-eUip ini-
tial crack w.ith major and minor diameter of
3.175 mm and. 2.540 mm, respectively (0.125 in.
and 0.100 in.), wa placed in the fillet of the mid-
dle tooth normal to the urface, The crack was
centered along the face width and centered along
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the fillet. The complete gear model had a total of
about 2,600 linear elements (both triangular and
quadrilateral) andabout 2,240 node. For bound-
ary conditions, the end nodes of thelarger-diarn-
eter haft were fixedand 'Ille node on the outer

diameter of the smaller-diameter shaft were con-
strained in the radial directions, Again, the mate-

rial was steel.
Tooth, Contact Analysis and Loading

Scheme. Due to the geometrical complexities, and
three-dimensional action, numerical methods are
required to determine the contact loads and posi-
tions on spiral-bevel. teeth since no closed-form
solution exists. The method of Litvin and Zhang

(Ref. 16) was used to determine the mean contact

points on tile piral-bevel pinion tooth, The
method modeled tooth generation and tooth con-
tact simulation of the pinion and gear. With the
mean contact po,ints taken a the centers contact

ellipses were determined u ing Hertzian theory
(Ref. 10). Figure '9 shows the estimated contact
eflipses on the spiral-bevel pinion tooth. Fifteen
separate ellipses (load cases) were de lenni ned,
tarting from the root of the pinion and moving

toward the tooth tip and toe. Load cases 1-4 and
12-15 were double tooth contact regions while
toad cases 5-11 were single tooth contact regions.
Note that load case l l corresponds to the load at
the HPSTC, For each load case using the bound-
ary element method, tractions were applied nor-
mal to the surface, to the appropriate ellipse with
the magnitude equal to the tooth normal force

divided by the ellipse area.
Crack PropagaJion: Sim.ulalion. The proce-

dure fer the three-dimen ional crack propagation
simulation of the OH-58 piral-bevel pinion was
as follows. For each of the load case of Figure
9, the mode I and mode IT stres inlensity factors
were determined at 25 points along the crack
front (note that for three-dimen ions, there is a
crack front, not just a crack tip as, in two-dimen-
sions). The extended crack direction at each of
these 25 points were detennined uing the modi-
fied Erdogan and. Sih crack extension theory as
described in th.e two-dimensional ana1ysis. That
is, as the cracked spiral-bevel pinion tOOUl was
engaged in the me 1'1, the crack extension started
at each point along the crack: front and grew in the
direction of the greatest tangential stress at those
points during mesh. The amount of crack exten-
sion at each point along the crack front was

determined based on the Paris crack growth rela-

tionship (Ref. 18) where

lJ, .:::(J' (~)n
I -ma;r K

1.~

Table I-Results of multiple Iliad case crack simulatiol1 analysis.

Crack area
(mm2I' Crack front pointls)

!Woad Icase tor
la rgest (leeSte,p

3.1201 1
2-25

2 110.35

3

where (J, was the amount of extension of the illl
point along the crack front, K,.i wa the mode I
stress intensity factor of the i,h point along the
crack frontcerresponding to the lend ca e which
gave the largest tangential stress for that front
point. K/,IrUU. was, the value of the largest Kl,i along
the crack front, lJ',HaX was the maximum defined
crack extension along the crack from, and rr was
the Paris material exponent. From experience, the

maximum extension size. lIma,r' was et to I..27
mm (0.050 in.), The Paris exponent, n, was set to
2.954 based on material tests For A.[SI 931.0 steel

by Au and Ke (Ref. 4). A third-order polynomial
was then used to smooth the extended crack front
The new crack geometry was then re-rneshed.
After re-rneshi ng, the model was rem II and sol ved
for stress intensity factors and crack propagation

directions. The above procedure was repeated a
number of times to ' imulate crack: growth in the

gear tooth.
Table I gives results from the rIC t four step

during this process. Note that step 0 corresponds
to the illitial. half-eIHp e crack. For steps 0 and 2,
the largest jangennal stress occurred at the
HPSTC (load ca ell) for the majorilY of the
poiats along the crack front For teps I and 3, the
largest tangential stress occurred at load ca es g,
9,.10, or 11.

As previously stated, the mode I and mode II
stress intensity factors were determined at 25
points along the crack front. This WIJI$ true for
steps 0 through 2. For step 3, however, the mode
I and mode Il stressintensity factors were deter-
mined at 27 points along the crack front. This wa
due to the way 'the FRANC3D program extended
the crack: surface of the third step. For tep 0
through 2, the crack front wa a member of one

continuous geometry face (FRANC3D defines .<1

(3) geometry face as a 3- or 4-sided surface.) For
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Figure 12-0B·58 spiral.bevel pinion tooth crack
propagation simulation after seven steps.

Figure J3-Comparisoll ofOB.58 spiral.bellelpin-
ion tooth crack propagation simulation toexperi-
ments.
step 3,. the crack front was a member of three
adjacent geometry faces, thus producing 27 points
along the crack front,

Figure 10 shows the stress intensity factor dis-
tribution along the crack front for step 1 (crack area
of 5.96 mm2 (0..009 in.2». Similar to the spur gear
analyses, K[ was larger as the load moved from the
root to the tip due to the larger load lever arm.
Other than absolute magnitude, the K, distributions
along the crack front looked similar for the various
load cases. Figure 11 depicts the stress intensity
factors plotted against load case (at a point along
the front, biased toward the toe, normalized posi-
tion along the crack front of 0.83) This figure
shows the simulated distribution as the pinion
engages in mesh with the gear. Note again that the
ratio of KI/ to K, was not constant during engage-
ment.

noted that the loading was placed only at the
HPSTC for the last three steps. This was due to
modeling difficulties encountered using the
multi-load analysis. It was felt that this simplifi-
cation did not significa:ntly affect the results due
to the smoothing curve-fit used. In addition, the
tangential stress near the crack tip was either
largest, or near its largest. value, when the load
was placed at the HPSTC.

Comparison to Experiments. Figure 13shows
the results of the analysis compared to experimen-
tal tests. The experimental tests were performed in
an actual helicopter transmission test facility. As
was done with the gear fatigue tests described
before, notches were fabricated in the fillet of the
OH-58 pinion teeth to promote fatigue cracking.
The pinion was run at full speed and with a variety
of increasing loads until failure occurred. Shown
ill the figure are three teeth that fractured from the
pinion during the tests (Fig. 13b). Although the
notches were slightly dLfferent in size, the frac-
tured teeth had basically the same shape.

A side view of the crack propagation simula-
tion is shown in Figure 13a for comparison to
the photograph of the tested pinion in Figure
13b. From the simulation, the crack immediately
tapered up toward the tooth tip at the heel end.
This trend matched that seen from the tests ..At
the toe end, the simulation showed the crack pro-
gressing in a relatively straight path. This also
matched the trend from the tests. Toward the lat-
ter stages of the simulation, however, the crack
tended to taper toward the tooth tip at the toe
end. This did not match the tests. One problem
encountered in the simulation during the later
steps was that the crack at the heel end of the
tooth became close to the actual contact ellipses.
It was felt that the crack-contact interaction may
have influenced the trajectory predictions to
cause the discrepancy.

Spievak (Ref. 22) reported on another method
to account for the non-uniform Ku to K[ ratio
during pinion tooth engagement This method
considered contributions from. all load cases in
the crack angle prediction scheme and presented
a method to accumulate the load effects. From
these studies, reported crack propagation sirnula-
tion of an OH-58 pinion also predicted the erro-
neous taper toward the tooth tip at the toe end.
Again, the crack-contact interaction may have
influenced the trajectory predictions to cause the
discrepancy ..Spievak also reported on a simula-
tion using only the load at the HPSTC. The crack

Figure 12 shows exploded views of the pinion trajectories from that simulation were similar to
crack: simulation after seven steps. It should be the trajectories in the current study. It should be
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Net-Shape ForgedGears-
The State of thleArt

Trevor .A.Dean and Zhongmin Hu

A commercial process for forging bevel gears
(Ising hot workpieces for automobile differential

i gears was available by the early I.960s (Ref. 1).
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Introduction
Traditionally, high-quality gears are cut to

shape from forged blanks. Great accuracy call be
obtained through shaving and grinding of tooth
fOnTIS, enhancing the power capacity, Life and
quietness of geared power transmissions .. In the
1950s, a process was developed for forging gears
with teeth that requires little or no meta] to be
removed to achieve final geometry. The initial
process development was undertaken in Germany
for the manufacture of bevel gears for automobile
differentials and was stimulated by the lack of I

iavailable gear cutting equipment at that time. i
Later attention has turned to the forging of spur i

i
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Figllre1-Flash bevel gear die.

Top punch

and helical gears, which are more difficultto form
due to the radial disposition of their teeth com-
pared with bevel gears. The main driver of these
developments, in common with most component
manufacturing, is cost. Forming gears rather than
cutting them results in increased yield from raw
material and also can increase productivity.
Forging gears is therefore of greater advantage for
large balch quantities, such as required by the
automotive industry.

Cold forging (forging wilh workpieces at room
temperature) results in parts with the highest accu-
racies. Differential bevel gears can be forged cold to
finished geometry (net-shape). However, it is nor-
mally cheaper to forge them with a small amount of
excess metal (near net-shape) and use a simple
machining operadonon their back faces to bring
them to finished size. No machining of teeth is nec-
essary. Depending on overall geometry, some spur
and helical gears can be cold extruded. with a net-
shape tooth. form, But, gears that have large diame-
ter-re-width ratios-typical of those used in gear-
boxes and other power transmitting systems-must
be forged in completely dosed cavity tool using
preheated workpieces. Thus. such gears are at best
near net-shape, and considerable efforts are being
undertaken to devise a second cold forming opera-
tion that wi.ll improve their tooth accuracy to net-
shape standard. A cutting operation subsequent to
forging results in an uneconomic processing route.

It has been shown that forged gears have higher
trength than cut ones, and this offers the opportu-

nity for using them at higher power density ratings.
This is attractive where weight is II penalty, such as
in automobiles.

Die clamping force

Bottom punOh

Bevel Gears

The accuracy of the tooth form of the as-forged

Figure,Z-Flashless bevel gear die.

gears was sufficient for the automobiles of that
period, but the design of the forging tool resulted
in flash being fanned (Fig. I). Also, post-forge
machining was required on the back race and the
bore of the components. Continual developments
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pletely enclo ed die cavities (Fig. 2). Using the e gear shaped so that the punch can slide in the eav-
cavities, it is possible to forge net-shape bevel tty and dose its upper end. The load cell shown is

gears. But, mo l ofie.n the bore is ftllis!! formed in u ed for experimental purpose only and i 110t
subsequent operations, not intheforging tool. It likely to be found in commercia'! situations. A
may be said with little qualification that the tech- gear i forged by placing a cylindrical billet on

notogy for forging radial-and spiral-toothed bevel the ejector in the cavity and squeezing .it sideways

gears i virtually developed to it ultimate sage into the teeth of the insert under tlte force of the

of commercial refinement. downward moving punch. When the punch has

Spur and Helical 'Geali'S moved upwards, the forging is removed from the
Extruded gear jOfflU. Essentially two types of cavity by forcing the ejector upwards. This design

forming processes may be used to. form the e can be u ed only for spur gears, ..asthe nece ary
gears. If the aspect ratio (width/diameter) is large, rotation of thepunch to enable it to mate with a
they can be formed by extrusion. 'Iypicalextrud- helical die insert is not practicable. An alternative
ed part type are the : tarter motor pinion and the tool design that is suitable for a wide range of

helical shaft gear shown in Figure 3. Depending spur and helical gear shapes is shown in Figure 6.
on the compo ition of the workpiece teel, these The important features of this design that differ
parts may be extruded at room temperature (cold from the previous one are as follows:
tanned). This results in high accuracy, and the The die insert is supported on light spring and
tooth forms usually do not have to be finish can move vertically, guided by an external cylin-
machined. A gear of lower aspect ratio, which has der, The punch does not enter the die insert but
been cold extruded, is shown in Figure 4. A .0011- contacts it on its lop face. Thus, as the punch

iderable amount of metal has to be machined move downward, .it do es the top end of the die
from the end faces, which have been distorted cavity and pushe the insert downwards.

during extru ion. The los of metal in machining The diameter of the ejector i the. arne as the
these faces will be a consideration in judging the
economic viability of extra ion.

Obviously, the distortion arising in. extrusion of
gears of even lower aspect ratio would render the

process uneconomical because the amount of metal
to be removed would be 100 high a proportion of
the total. For this reason, such gears are forged in
cavities in the manner or bevels. However, due to
the fact that the teeth of pur and helical gears radi-
ate normally 10 the axis of symmetry, they are more
difficult to forge than bevel gears.

Forging machines & tooliflg. Forged gear
technology is directed to high-volume produc-

tion, and the forging machine most suitable for
this is a mechanical pre s, However, virtually any
forging machine with contmllable stroke, load or
energy. having accurate guidance, can be used if
economic considerations allow.

Several forms of roo ling designs are usable for
gear forging. and the be t choice depends on the

geometry of the particular gear to be forged. A
simple design that has been used to undertake
early experiments at the University of Birmjng-
ham, in England, is shown in Figure 5 (Ref. 2).
E senti ally, il consist of a die jnsert with a
female form of the gear teeth to be forged in its
bore. A gear-shaped ejector, which can slide
along the gear teeth. closes the bottom of the die
cavity. The periphery of the punch. which i
attached to the slide of the forging machine. is
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Figure 7'--Gorrectian fact.or in dies.
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Figure 8-Temperature variations.

lemperature Range 1.000 - 1,250·C Over ACI BelowAcl Room Temp.
Decarbonized layer [mm) 0.3 - 0.4 0.10 - 0.25 0.1 0
Roughness [Aa I, > 100 11m > 50 JIm > ,20 11m > 10 11m
Draft < 7" < ,. < ,. = O·
Actura cy [11m) ~O.5 - :t1.0 :to.OS - fO.2 :to.05 - :to.15 ±0.005,· fO.!
Thickness (mm) :to.50· :1:1.5 ±0.20 - .±D.4D :to.IO - :to.25 :to. Ia - 10.20
Eccentricity [mmJ 0.5 -1.5 D.1O - 0.70 0.10 - O.4lI 0.05 - 0.25
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Figur,e9-load variation a.nd tooth tilling',

b) Filling stage or precislon forged geaf

A mandrel is mounted on the punch, enabling
hollow workpieces to be used. Thus, only a

small amount of metal has to be removed to fin-
ish the bores.

There are eighteen different practical configu-
rations of the four elements of the tool set-
punch, insert, ejector and mandrel-which may

be used on a. press with one moving slide (Ref. 3),

Each has advantages and disadvantages, and the
be t design depends on the overall geometry of

tbe gear to be produced.

Facto.rs affecting acc.u.r.acy. The dimensional
accuracy of a forging is affected by tooling and

the process by basically three factors shown dia-
grammatically in Figure 7:

Most die cavities are made by EDM, and to

compensate for spark gap and/or wire thicknes
an allowance, G,. on nominal dimensions is made.

Elastic expansion of the die, Ue' is caused by
forging pressures.

Thermal expansion of the die, VI' occur as it
is preheated to reduce thermal shock when forgo
ing is being undertaken at elevated temperature.

Post-forging thermal contraction, Uc' of a
forging made at elevated temperature occurs after
it is removed from the die,

The relative magnitudes of die thermal. and die
elastic effects can be seen by referring to Figure 8,
which shows values obtained for a steel forging of
nominal diameter 63.5 mm, forged in steel dies, and

which are qualitatively applicable to all sizes of
forging. n can be seen that as the temperaaire of the
forging is increased, the elastic expansion of the die
decreases. This is because the strength of the work-
piece metal reduces .3S temperamre is increased and
stresses on the die wall are reduced. Also, it may be
seen that the higher the forging temperature, the
greater is the increase in forged dimension due to the
thermal expansion of the die. This is due to the

greater amount of heat transferred from hot work-
piece to die at higher fo,rging temperature. The

greatest absolute effect, and also the effect that
varies most with change in forging temperature, is

the thermal contraction of the forging. From this fig-
ure, it can be deduced that dimensional consistency
can be achieved only if workpiece temperature and
forging stresses are closely controlled. As forging

stresses are related 10 billet size, temperature and
tool lubrication, the whole production process-
from incoming raw material to release of forging

from the die-must be executed with utmost control
if dimensional consistency is to be achieved. In an

I
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_----------.ALTERNAnvE GEARMANUIFACTURiING _
ideal situation, ifthennal di tortion could be predict-
ed and contmlled, preheating billets alone would not
affect accuracy. However. practical limitatiolls on
temperature control and the sensitivity of dimen-
sions to temperature leads to the situation that accu-
racy decreases as forging temperature increases.
Thu, unheated (cold) fbrging is the technology that
enables the greatest accuracies and the rna t consis-
tent dimensions to be achieved in forging produc-
tion. Accuraeie typical of cold-, hot-and warm-
fo~ged components are given in Table 1.

o reduce el· tic eli Ionian of the die, loads and
Ire s must be kept as low as possible. Ftgure 9

shows the load associ ated with a given level of tooth
filling during a forging operation. A noticeable
increase in load arises whenihe workpiece reaches
!he roots of the teeth in the die cavity (Point ,1),
When the metal reache the tip of the teelh in the die
cavity. the load increase with ram displacement is
very rapid and increases dramatically asthe comers
are filled. As the comers of gear teeth are usually
chamfered, it is possible not to forge them fully, [0

the case of the example shown, a load reduction of
about. 50% could be achieved. Mathematical! treat-
ment of the distortions arising in tooling described
above enable computer-based predictive programs
to be developed so thai corrections [0 cavitygeome-
tries may be introduced during manufacture so thai.
the teeth of forged gears may be close to the speci-
fied hape. Figure 10 <Ref. 4) show the variation in
forged tooth profile thai. arise with changing work-
piece temperature as predicted in theory and
obtained experimentally. for a 1.3-tooth gear with
5.08 module and 20" pre ure angle, Figure lOa
shows !.hat at room temperature. theoretical forged
and die tooih profiles are closely matched above the
base circle, and the forged base circle corresponds
closely to that of the die. The tooth forged al.
1,0000 C (Fig. lOb) is smaller than that of the die. as
is fhe base circle diameter. The differences between
theoretical and experimental profiles between base'
and root circles is because the computer program
was not arranged to allow for undercutting of !.he
teeth that was machined into me die.

Forged gears. Net-shape processing routes for
both spur and helical gears are under considerable
inve tlgation by 11 number of in titutions,
Obviously, whether or not a gear form is net-shape
depends on the quality tandard peeified by the
customer, But. as it appear that forged gearsare
likely to be commercially viable when made in
large batch quantitie • the standards being aimed
for are those of automotive manufacturers. For
use in gearboxe , ISO standard grade 5 i

l~
\

'~
\,. :Forged tooth profile

{experiment)
a) Superimposition or lIIe experimentally obtained
prolile of a forged tooth on Iheoretlcel profiles of the
corresponding die III1d final lor91"9, for forging at
room temperaturE!

I
i
1 prama (a'penment)

b) Superimposition oll11e eXl)E!rimentalty obtained proilie' 01 II
forged tooth on tIleoreticel proflles of 1118CQ/T9Spondlng die
and final forging, for forging at I,OOO·C temperature

\ Forged tooth

Figur.1D-Thearetlcal andactu.al toath profile.
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[IJI,",_I tral hole; and finish forging in a die with appro-
, priate peripheral tooth form. The operations are

shown diagrammatically in Figure 13. The resul-

mups_81 tant forging is II near net-shape gear and is over-
sized by between 0.1 mm and 0.2 mm on all sur-
faces. The gears are cooled, cleaned and coated
with a lubricant suitable for cold forging, Theyt· ,

Punch 'Scrap are then passed through an ironing die to bring
them to specified dimensions. his the cold-fin-
ishing operation that is still the subject of inten-
sive research activity.

A drawing of the tool set used at the University

of Birmingham is shown in Figure 14. Figure 1,5is
a photograph of the tool set mounted on a crank:
press. A schematic of the ironing die is given in

Figure 16. Some preliminary results from a gear-
ironing operation are given in Table 2. The
improvements brought about by ironing are obvi-
ous, but the quality of the ironed gear is le stham

ISO grade 5. One of the reasons for this is that the
quality of the ironing die was not high enough.

Coneluding Remarks
The technology for net-shape forging of spur

and helical gears is now weI! esrabli hed.
The major remaining task is to develop a

forming technique by which teeth of high accura-
cy may be produced with good productivity and

Figare 13--forging s1lIges of
DlgeBf.

Figure 15--J!hoto of ,gear
forging die.

Figure 14-Drawingl 01gear die.

Figur,e 16--Sc'hematic ,ofgear ironing die ..

left Hand Right Hand, LH RH lH RH
Pressure Angle ('1 0.12 0.10 I 0.73 0.58 0.1'9 0.16
Involute !~ml 15 13 57 46 27 22
Tooth Trace, (iJml 8 5 105 94 93 66

I Max. Cum Pitch (~ml 38 25 180 163 113 101
Adj. Pitch (~ml 12 9 73 28 2.1 116
Tooth Thickness (iJm! 31 12 468 2.85 55 46
Hunout Ium] 32 96 62

required,except for the reverse idler gear, which
may be ISO standard grade ]0. Currently, inves-
tigations are underway at the University of
Birmingham with the aim of developing commer-
cial processing routes for the three gears hown in
Figure l l. It is envisioned that a shop floor set up

similar to that shown in Figure 12 will be utilized.
Billets are sawed or sheared from rolled bars with

circular cross-section, weighed, heared to about
WO°C and coated in a water-based graphite lubri-
cant. They are then heated in a second induction
heater to a preheat temperature appropriate t0' the
size, shape and alloy of tile gear. That temperature
will normally be in the region of 900° C, which is
within the warm forging range .. The billets are
then forged on the first press in three operations:
upsetting (squeezing them in a cylindrical die
cavity), to produce a prescribed diameter and a
central web; piercing of the web to produce a cen-

at acceptable costs.
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rolling velocity is (vl+vZ)J2.
With thiste ring method. the typical

loading and sliding conditions of plastic
gears can be simulated (Ref. 15). Gears
were tested using a back-to-hack lest
configuration (Refs. 7-8, 13-14 and 116).
The material used were PA66 (RWOO)
and short-glass-fiber reinforced PA66
(RFL4036) (Ref. ]7), The proportion of
glass fiber added was 30% by weight 0

ensure proper contact along the face
width of the disc ,. all of the specimens
were prepared by machining 20. 11mfrom
the molded surface and then polishing to
a surface roughnes of around 5 11m.

Yong Kang Chen. Nlic'k Wright •.Chris J. Hook'e and Stephen N. IKukurekal

Intreducelon
Plasacsas gear materials represent an

interesting development for gearing be-
cause they offer high trength-to-weight
ratios, ease of manufacture and excellent
tribological properties (Refs. 1-7). In par-
ticular, there isa sound prospect that plas-
tic gears can be applied for power tran -
mis ion of up to I.O.kW (Ref 6).

Typical pIa tic , such polyamide 66,.
more commonly known as nylon 66.
have long been known as uitable mate-
rials for gearing, Wt was reponed that
polyamide gear experienced fatigue
failure before significant wear was
ob erved (Refs. 6-7), but crack initiation
and propagation mechanisms were
unclear. The failure mechani m of
poJya.mide 66 (PA66) gears when run in
like pairs are still not clear (Ref . 6-15)
and, as ,11 result •.PA66 users have to sub-
stantiajly underrate their designs for
gears.

In a previous study (Ref. 15), a
rolling-sliding te t rig for other types of
plastic gears has proved capable of
measuring both friction and wear contin-
uously during tests. This has enabled
considerable detail to be obtained aboutI~----------------------------------------------------~

the wearprocesse in polymer gears. The
tests are thus a versatile way of studying
wear mechanisms in 'Order to contribute
to accurate life predictionfor gears.

This pre ent work was thusinitiated
to study wear and friction mechanisms of
PA66 and it composites. It was hoped
that this investigation would enable the
failure mechanism. of PA66 gears 10 be
interpreted.

ExperimentaJ Appaxstusand
Procedure

The twin-disc wear testing machine
u ed in our previous work (Ref. 15) was
again employed in this investigation.
With (his machine, measurements of
both the frictional force and wear
between two discs ill contact can be
made continuously so that both the wear
process and frictionbehavior during tests
can be monitored. Experiments were car-
ried out either at different slip ratio
under a given normal load or al different
loads with a fixed slip ratio.

Slip ratio is defined here as the ratio
between sliding and rolling velocities. If
the tangential velocities on 'both contact
surfaces are VI and v2 respectively. then
the sliding velocity is (vI-va) and the

0.3

1O.'~

-6;- IJnreinforced PA66
- .... - 30% shert-qlass-fiber reinforced PA66

Slip ratio
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1(t4 1 1 1 1 I, 1
6 Unreinfarced PA66 at 0.04 slip ratio... Glass-fiber reinforced PA66 at 0.04 slip ratio
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Figura, Z-Varialion of wear rate wilh normal load for 'PAG6 and PA66, composite runningst 1,000' f!pm.

Both the discs were 30 mm in diameter

and ]0 mm in face width.
Before testing, the samples were

cleaned with methanol. They were then

run at the test conditions for an extended
period to remove the machining asperi-
ties and any subsurface layer affected by
the manufacturing process ..After running

them. they were dried at 700C for 15
hours to remove any absorbed water that

might affect the measurement of wear
and then weighed, Finally, they were left
under atmospheric conditions for about

two weeks to allow the water content to
return to equilibrium conditions.

After this preliminary treatment, the

specimens were remounted in the test rig

in an identical position to that under
which they had been run-in. Tests were
run for running peed of 1,000 rpm and
ata range of loads and slip ratios. The

slip ratios used were between 0 and 0'.28.
Tests were performed under dry, unlubri-
cated conditions at ambient temperature
{22± i)°C until failure or for up, to 10'
contact cycles.

At the end of the tests, the discs were
again dried at the same temperature and
for the same rime period as they were
before they were tested. Then, the discs

were weighed to measure the weight loss
of each disc. With this drying procedure,
the measurement of wear by weighing is
accurate to about ±W-5g. Finally, the

worn. surfaces were observed in detail by
using a mOL JSM6300 scanning elec-
tron microscope.

Figure 3--TypIcal PA6Ii, worn sur1ace 'Funning at
D.OOislip ratio, 3Z MPa and 1!.OOO r:pm; di rectlon of
fricti on for,ce from bOIlOmllO top"

Figure 4--Transverse cross section through tho'
disc paraUel to di'redionof friction foree runningl
,at 0.14 slip ratio,. 32 iMPa: and 1,0110rpm; direction:
,of friction fnrce from Ileft to right.

IAgure 5-Geomotry andl dimension of tvipical
debris to be produced on the PA6Ii worn sulface
running at 8,Iransition slip ratio 0"0'.11. 32 MP,!!
and 111100rpm; direction of friction for'cefrom 'lop,
to bottom.

i Experiment.al Results
! Wearrate. Wear rate is defined here as

1,.1", the average depth of material removed
from each disc per rolling cycle (Refs .. 15

. and 18-19) and was calculated by meas-

1".,1 uring the weight loss of the specimens.
Figure I shows how the wear rate of

i unreinforced PJ\66 varies with IIp ratio
:1 !'.,' for a fixed normal force of 200 N and a

!

I

I

I
I

1

I

i

constant running speed of I ,0'00 rpm. It
can be seen that slip ratio has a ignifi-
cant effect on wear rate, The wear rate

rises slightly with an increase of slip ratio
when the slip ratio is less than 0.09, at

which point di colored material appears

011 the contact surfaces during the tests.
The wear rate starts to increase sharply
from 2.0 x 10-6 urn/cycle to 7.0 X 10-5

urn/cycle as the slip ratio increases from
.0.0'6 to 0'.09 and the wear rate reaches its
highest value of 104 j.l.mlcycIe at a slip

ratio of 0.11.
The unique characteristic property of

this material is that a furthermcrease ill
slip ratio from 0.11 resultsin a dramatic
deerea e in wear rate. When the slip ratio
increases to 0.14, the wear rate decreases
rapidly from 1.0-4J.l.mlcycle to 8.0' x 10-6

Ilmlcyc1e and discolored material returns
to the contact surfaces. The difference

between the two wear rates is more than
tenfold while that between the two slip
ratios is approximately 27%. After this

considerable decrease, the wear rate
increases slowly to 1.0 x 1()-5 J.l.mlcycle

as slip ratio increases to 0.21. ]t is sug-
gested that the slip ratio of 0_11 is a crit-
ical one corresponding with maximum
wear rate,

Figure 2 shows the effect of normal
load on the wear rase at 11 given slip ratio
and running speed (at 1,000 rpm with a
slip ratio of 0.(4). It. can be seen that. the
wear rate varies in the range from 2_0 x
1O.{) j:1mJcycle to 4.0 x lO.{) ,..unfcycle.
When the load is between 300 N and 500
N, the wear rate statts to increase signifi-
cantly from 2.0 x 10-6 urn/cycle to 3.0 x

10-5 J.l.mlcyc1e.
The effect ,oj short-glass fibers.

Reinforcement with short-glass fibers
has significant effects on wear and. fric-
tion. As shown in Figure 1, both wear
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and friction are dominated byt.he ability
or inability of a thin layer of self-lubri-
cating film to be formed continuously
and to be retained on the surfaces in con-
tact (Ref. 18). Similar to the case for
PA66 at low slip ratio , when t.he film.
wa found on the contact urface, wear
debris could hardly be Db ervedand fric-
ucncoefficient was less than '0.1. Unlike
PA66. once the film was disrupted, the
friction coefficient of short-glass-fiber
reinforced PA66 varied between '0.25
and '0.3 while that of unreinforced PA66
was in the range of '0.42 to '0.72.

Figure 2 shows the effect of normal
load 011 the wear rate of 3'0% short-glass-
fiber reinforced P1I.66 compo ite at a
fixed slip ratio of 1104 and a. constant
running peed of l,(JO'Orpm. Here. the
wear rateincreases uniformly ana loga-
rithm:ic scale from I. '0.1um/cycle to ].35
x :l,ijc5 urn/cycle a the normal load
increase from 10'0N to 500 N.

Figure 1 shows the wear rate of 3'0%
shen-glas -fiber reinforced PA66 com-
po ites as a function of slip ratio for .91

fixed normal. force of 300 N and con-
stant funning speed of 1,000 rpm. The
self-lubricating film on the contact sur-
faces exists during all of Figure .1 's
wear-rate measurements. It can be seen
that the wear rate increases nearly loga-
rithmically from 10-6 urn/cycle to 1O.S

jlm/cycle as the slip ratio increases from
0.04 to 0.21. The wear rate is of the
same order of magnitude as that of
unreinforced PA66, apart from the
unique peak in the wear rate.

Discussion.
The wear mechani rns of di cs can

be used to explain wear behavior of gear
teeth. Figure 3 shows the early stage of a
general surface damage on 3. disc after
running for 5.8 x 1()6cycles when the
slip ratio was 0.06 and less than its criti-
cal value of 0.].1. It can be seen that the
length of these cracks varies from a cou-
ple of micron 10 len of microns. These
cracks eventually propagated across the
whole width of ihe disc and were per-
pendicular to the direction of the friction
force that moves from !.hebottom to the
top.

FigUICe4 show a section through t.he
disc parallel to the direction of the fric-
tion force when the slip ratio was 0.]4,
which is greater than its critical value of
O..11.It can be seen that the typical width
between two fully developed cracks is
200-400 um and that the distance
between two sub-cracks is less than lOO
/lm. This can be comparee! with this
material's typical Hertzian contact width

of 400-980 urn (Ref. 19). It can. be seen
that, as shown in Figure 4. the main.
cracks initiated in the radial direction,
perpendicular to the friction force. Theil,
they propagated ill a direction at an angle
to tile friction force instead of perpendic-
ular to the friction force. The depth to
which the main cracks propagated varied
from 150!lm to 450 urn.

Between these main cracks, there
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were some sub-cracks. The main cracks
propagated up to 450 11m, and tile small
cracks propagated to about a quarter of
the depth of the main cracks. These sub-
cracks eventually joined the main cracks.
As shown in Figure 4, a sub-crack initiat-
ed from the contact surface and propa-
gated in an arc towards the adjacent main
crack. Since the sub-crack is wider at !:he
contact surface than beneath it, it is sug-

gested that the small crack was initiated
from the contact surface rather than from
beneath it (Ref. ]9). Some cracks propa-
gated to join their neighbor, and as a
result, the material between the two
cracks was fractured, severe spalling
occurred and debris was fanned. It was
noted that the crack propagated and frac-
tured gradually rather than suddenly ..
This compares well with the wear
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observed on a PA66 gear tooth surface,
as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 5 shows a general view when
the slip ratio reached irs critical value,
that is 0.11. Tile worn surface shows
unique characteristics but is not discol-
ored. A large quantity of roll-like debris
is attached to the surface and tends to
accumulate on the surface. It can be seen
that roll-like debris consists of the mid-
dle part of {he mil and two tails on both
sides. The length of roll-like debris
varies from tens of microns to a couple
of hundred microns. The diameter of the
middle part is about LO-1O.0 11m. A tail
has a very small diameter (about 0.1 11m)
and is very long (about 100 11m). Most
tails were broken and separated from
their body during the friction process.

It was observed that before roll-like
debris on the worn surface was fanned
the surface suffered a very deep shear
deformation and. surface material moved
in the direction of friction .. This de-
formed material was gradually rolled in
the direction of friction. Asa result, the
body of a piece of roll-like debris was
formed, as shown in Figure 5. It was
noted that there was, overall, a great deal
of debris collected during the test and
that it appeared very thin and lang. Since
the slip ratio along gear tooth profile in
contact varies and covers the lip ratio
range of 0-0.28, it is suggested that fail-
ure mechanisms of PA66 gears are severe
wear due to a critical slip ratio and tooth
fracture due to macrotraasverse cracks
on the contact surface.

The reinforcement of PA66 with
short-glass fiber also has an effect on
transverse cracks. which occur when
PA66 is in non-contormal tolling-sliding
contact. Although the wear mechanisms
are very complicated, as shown in
Figures 6-7, no transverse cracks on the
worn surfaces were observed under a
variety of test conditions.

Because of the film on the surface, as
shown ill Figure 7, the friction coeffi-
cient can be below 0.1.. and as a result,
the shear tress at the interface between
the filius should be low. This low shear
stress may play an important role in the

http://vVWw.purdytransmiss;ons.com
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self-lubricating property of the compos-

ite. Also, becau e of the low friction
coefficiem, the maximum "heal' tres i
not at the contact surface but 011 the ub-

urface, and there i little chance for a
tran verse crack to initiate on the contact
urface ,(Ref. 18).

Figure 6 how a surface in the
evere weal' stage obtained from a di c

run at 1.•000 rpm, with a 300-N load and
a 0.28 slip ratio. It can be seen thai the
fibers on the urface were highly aligned

and approximately parallel 10 the friction
force. Figure ,6 also indicates that both

long and bon broken fibers can move on
the surface, causing alignment from an
:initially random di tribution, It i
ob erved that the aligned broken fibers
do not remain on the urface indefinitely
btl! are expelled oul as debri . It ,appeaTh

that. in the rapid wear ct~ge. wear is due
to the removal of unworn. but fragment-

ed fibers rather fhan 10 their gradual
abrasion. Thi also compare well with
the wear observed at the composite gear

tooth surface. as shown in Figure 9.
These test results clearly explain why

PA66 gear teeth fracture near the pitch
linearea with little debris. where the stid-
ing ratio between gear teeth. in mesh i
very small IRet: . 6-8 and 13). Fromlhe
above 'tudy of non-conformal, unlubri~
cated rosling-sliding contact, one of the
dominating factors in surface failure at
low and high hp ratios :ilnulsverse
crack propagation 0[1 the urface in con-

tact, Also, there was not much debris
before cracks fully developed and
spalled, Since the slip ratio on the gear
teeth in contact varies and is around
0-0..21. near the pitch line (Refs. 6--8 and

13). the behavior of crack: propagation 011

n gear tooth urfaee hould be imilar to
thai on di c surfaces, In other word ,

the e cracks 0.11 a gear tooth propagate
not only across the gear face width bUI.

also into the subsurface of llIe gear looth.
After a certain number of cycle , the

'crack win propagate down to a depth of
05 mm near the dedendum of a gear
tooth-in the region near initial conta I

on a driving gear tooth-where a high
. lip ratio i expected and near the pitch

line area on the gear tooth where a [ow

lip ratio occurs. For a gear of module 2
mUI. a reduction of 05 mm of the tooth
thiekne near the dedendum i consider-
ably signifiearu. Sire eoncerurauons at

the tip of cracks are severe, Therefore,

the bending stress on the dedendum of
the tooth could be much higher than the
tooth was designed for. Near the pitch
line area on a gear tooth, corresponding
to lower slip ratio • bending tresse are
high since this is the position where only
a pair of gear teeth are in contact, Crack
propagation al. lower slip ratios will also

cause severe sires concentrations at the
tip, of cracks if the '[ooth is, subjected 10 a

rea onably higher bending moment.
Under high bending stresses, it is sug-

ge ted that the severe tress concentra-

tion re ults in the tooth fracture near the
pitch line area 01'1 the gear tooth.
Therefore. it i uggested thattooth frac-
ture in PA66 gears is due to initiatien and!
propagation of transverse cracks rather

than 'creep as shown in Figure 8.
Conclusions

The failure mechanisms of polymer-
ic (PA66 and PAM composite) gear
have been investigated by testing plastic
against plastic in counter-conformal.
uolubricated, rolhng-sliding contact over
a wide range of slip ratios. loads and
running speeds. Comparisons between
tests on discsat varying slip ratiosand
the result of gear te IS under compara-
ble conditions have been very favorable.

The wear and friction behavior of
PA66 was dominated mainly by three
maj r feature : a critical slip, ratio. under
a fixed load and running speed, mnero-
transverse cracks and a layer of :lilm on

tile contact surface. These results corre-
sponded clo elyto the failure phenome-
na of PA66 gears ..It is uggested thai. the

transverse cracks caused the plastic gear
teeth to fracture, even near the pitch line.
The rnacrotraasverse cracks in Ilte gear
teeth on the contact surfaces are OJ seriou ,
di advantage of PA66 gears.

To remedy thi , the effect of rein-
fereem ms of': .hort-glas .fiber on th wear
and friction behavior has been . t:udied.
Doth the wear and friction propertie of

IF,igure 6-.AlIgned bro'ken fibers on 'Ih- compos-
ite surface ,aher disruption 01 thel surface' laJar
10.2B slip Iratio, Ii3 MP,a and 1.0001rpm~ direction
01' "rleli on 'or,ce from ibottom to top ..

Figure l-Transvers8 C~Dss. sectiDn of typical
sulface Wm 0111tb= contact sllJ'face of I.bol'l·
gJlIss.fiber reinforced 'PA66,running et 1)000 rpm,
0'.04 slip ralio ,and ,113Mfa; direction at friction
fOrCII' from leltlo right.

IF,igure B-TYP[cllsurflca, topogrlphy II~ 11 PA66
'illar running ,at 11,500 rpm ,andl maximum contact
stress ,of:19 IMP I ahe r 2.25 x UJIi cyc'les.

lliillllfl' ~TVJlicll luncI future 011 !be ,co:rIblCl
IlLrfUI of sbol1·II'lasl·fib~r I"lIinfor.eed ~A66driv·
ling 'gear running t UiOO rpm! and 166 MPal after ,22)
x11J6cycles. (P,ilch lin not in p'IlDtD T1 pltl
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unreinforced PA:66 were improved COIl-

siderably by the reinforcement of 30%
by weight short-glass fiber, This rein-
forcement prevented both the initiation
and propagation of transverse cracks on
the contact surfaces that occurred in the
unreinforced material. Also, it decreased
both the wear rate and the friction coeffi-
cient substantially. A thin fi1m on the
contact surfaces was observed and
played a dominant role in the "self-lubri-
cating" behavior of the composite and in
suppressing the transverse cracks. These
results offer the prospect of enhanced
applicability of polyamide 66 in gears.
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_----------AILTERNATIIVE IGEAR MANu!fACTUR~NG _

case and a core die. The rough gear is placed inside the core die.
When the core die i forced into the tapered die c e, the core

die deforms el ticaUy,. hrinking inward as irs pushed through
the die ca e. Thai. in,ward force form the crowning on the gear
teeth. When the core diei removed from the die case, it return
to it original form, expanding away from the part and enabling
the crowned teeth to be removed easily from the mold.

Another unique aspect of the Createch die sets i thatthey are
equipped with at mechanism to rotate (he core die during ihe
crown forging process. The friction caa ed between the core die

and the workpiece helps create a homogeneous stre distribu-
lion and symmetrical crowning of the tooth nanks. Ishida ay .

~t also allows for continuous metallic fiber flows at the gear root,
providing high fatigue strength and pilling re [stance.

The Createch die sets are made For conventional forging press-
es, induding hydraulic. knuckle. link motion am.! mechanical
presse commonJy used for forging operations. They are mo-t
applicable for high-precision gears, such as gears for planetary

reducers and ill some automotive applications. says Ishida,
in: e 31,6

Technology Tidbits

Japanese 'Compan.ies D'evelop
IHigh-Strength Plastic G,ears

Shin-Kobe Electric Machinery Co. Ltd. of Tokyo has devel-
oped plastic secondary balance shaft gears that greatly reduce
the noise ill four-cylinder automobile engines, according to the
company.

Plastic gears have been u cd in automobile engine for many
years-Shin-Kobe developed its flrsl. phenol resin balance haft
gear ill .195S-but ihis is the first instance they have been used
for the secondary gear, which rotates twice as fast a. the pri-
mary balance hafl gear. Until now, steel gears were required for

that application, according to Akikazu Tazawa manager of

www.pow.ff.rransmlsslon.com.W .. W.I1U.rechnolol1y.com ,. GEAR TECHNOL.OGY , JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2002 31

INew Technique for Forlging C·mwned Helica'l Gears
Createch Co. Ltd" II forg-

ing die manufacturer from
Shizuoka, Japan. has devel-
oped a net- hape cold-forging

process for forming helical
gears and splines with.

crowned teeth,
The proce is being tested

by bpanese automotive manu-

facturers to replace conventional forging and machining
processes. Potential advantage include improvement in gear

noise, pitting re i lllilce and fatigue strength, says Hitoshi
I .Ilida, Createcb' pre ident and founder. Also, [here ithepos-
ibility of eliminating processe such as tooth shaving or tooth

grinding.
The proces is capable of fanning gear teeth to ns 2-3 qual-

i.ty for pacing error. 'toolh profile error, lead error with crown-
ing, and runout, according 10 Ishida. That is similar to the qual-

i.lYlevel obtained by gears that have been cut and shaved or bur-
nished, Ishida says.

Createch ha created what Ishida refers to as a "dialog with
mold ," meaning thai the interaction between the die and the
forged materials i so well unde load and controlled, if as if
the mold is speaking with the material, I hida says. This "dia-

log" allows a homogeneous distribution of inner suesse in ttie

finished part, he adds.
According to Ishida, the secret to creating crowned teeth is

radial force. With a conventional forging die. the material is
forced into the mold with axial force. Essentially, the work

material i pre sed through ahelical die from one end. Createch
uses a conventional forgLng process ro create rougb helical gears
withol.ll crowning. However. becau e crowned teeth are thicker

in the middle than at the end ,they cannot be formed by uch a.
proces , nor could they be easily removed from the die.

To finish the gears, the Created!. die els include a lapered die

Die E
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.. ALTE RNATIVE GEAR IMANUIFACTURING _

overseas marketing and planning for Shin-Kobe,
The gears were developed in cooperation with, Toyota Motor

Corp. and are being used in the four-cylinder engines of the
Estima, Harrier, Kluger, Ipusarn and Camry models of Toyota

vehicles, according \0 Tazawa ..The company expects total sales

of the gears to reach 3 billion yen (roughly $24 million) in 2002.
The new gears are made of KOBE LlTE® KM-9000, an

aramid-reinforced fiber and polyaminoamide resin, resulting in
increased durability and heat resistance when compared to con-
ventional plastic gears, such as phenolic resin with glass fibers.
The gears also significantly reduce noise when compared with

metal gears previou Iy used. At 2,000 rpm. the noise can be
reduced by at least 15 decibels, Tazawa says.

Shin-Kobe uses a special spun yarn to improve the adhesion
of the aramid fiber, which normally doesn't have a good affini-
ty with resin, Tazawa says. The fibers are arranged so that they
radiate from the center of the gear, giving the gear added

strength. Aramid also is less damaging to the mating gear teeth
than glass or carbon fibers would be.

In addition, the plastic gears allowed designers to eliminate

backlash shims, which were required with metal gears previously

used. This saves assembly labor and complexity, Tazawa says.
Circle 3]7

IGear Parts Win iin P/MllCompetition
Each year, the Metal Powder Industries Federation (MPIF)

holds a design competition to highlight the best uses of powder
metal technology ..The 200 I awards included many gears and
gear-related items among the winners.

The Ferrous Grand Prize went to Stackpole Ltd. of Stratford,

Ontario, Canada, for an intricate planetary gear carrier assembly
made for GM Powertrain.

Nonferrous GrandiPrize: Precision Powdered Metal Parts.
The carrier assembly replaces a cast Iron carrier in GM's PT

4L60E heavy-duty transmission, which is used in 800 series

vehicles, inc1udingthe Sierra, Silverado, Suburban, Escalade
and Corvette.

The assembly consists of a low-alloy steel spider and copper-
steel clutch hub, which are sinter-brazed together into one unit.

The multifunctional assembly combines the planetary carrier
and cfuteh hub functions, afirst for Stackpole. The new assem-
bly reduces machining, reduces the part's weight and increases
durability without secondary heat treatment of the splines.

The Nonferrous Grand Prize also went to companies work-

ing with gears. Eight nickel-silver parts, including five gears,
won that prize. The parts were made by Precision Powdered

Metal Parts of Pomona, CA. for a three-fold fire alarm box man-
ufactured by Gamewell Worldwide of Ashland, MA.

Previously, these parts were manufactured by stamping and
machining, but the manufacturer was able to reduce costs by
50% after switching to powder metal manufacturing.

. .' c IBevel1'gear indexing ratchets 1iransmission eanier by
Ferrous GrandiPme: Stackpole, I.:td. IbyAllied Sin1erings Inc. Keystone Powdered Metal Co.
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_ •• _AlTiERNATIVE IG!EARMANIUFAICTURING,_

Other gear-related partsthat won awards were an automotive

manual transmission synchronizer ring made by Sinterstahl
GmbH of Fussen, Gennany; a counter-shaft transmission hub

with external involute spline teeth made by Caterpillar Inc,"s
Advanced Compacting Technology Group of Rockwood. TN: a
transmi sion carrier made by Keystone Powdered Metal Co . of
Sa. Marys, .PA; at bevel gear/indexing rajchet for at surgical sta-

pler, made by Allied Sinterings Inc. of Danbury, CT;and a ratch-

et gear a embly for at cordless drill, made by Jenn eng

Industrial oi Taiwan. RO.C.
The annual design competition has awards for different care-

gories of parts, The categoriesare injection-molded products.
ferrou (iron, steel or iron-based ). nonferrous (copper, copper-
based, bronze. bra s, nickel-silver or aluminum), advanced par-

ticulate materials, stainless steel and other high alloys (less than
50% iron). The organization also pre ents an overseas award.

which is open to all material .
Parts are reviewed by a panel of judges appointed by the

MPIF'sindusrry develcpment board, and the criteria for awards

are design configuration, engineering properties and promotion-
al value.

The competition is open to MPIlF member companies, and
detailed rule can. be obtained from MPlF by ending an e-mail
message to info@mpif.org.
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Magnetic Compaction of IP,owdered Meta'i
lAP Research Inc. of Dayton, OH. has a process that uses

magnetic forces 11.0 fonn highly dense parts from powdered
metal materials. Those parts may soon include autom tive trans-

mission ring gears.
[AP has been working with a major U.S. automotive manu-

facturer to adapt the process, called dynamic magnetic com-
paction (DM ), to produce the ring gears. Development testing
has shown thai the gears can be manufacturedtn AGMA '9 quali-
ty, with material den ity of 7.6 g!cm) in the gear tooth area, and

material properties approaching tho e of machined part ,says Ed
Knoth. senior research engineer for lAP. Although the parts meet
design parameters, ~hey need extensive laboratory testing to deter-
mine long-Ierm fatigue life and other propesties, Knoth says.
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A. container 8ndi,diie for making linternal ring gears by magnetic
compaction of powdered metal.

According to Knoth. DMC also i .capable of manufacturing
other parts with ring-type geometriesand radially ymmetric
features. The process is targeted for parts requiring high density
and material properties traditionally as oeiated with wrought

metals. Knoth is confident that the process is a viable alternative
for many manufacturers. "I think it's ripe for production," he

say • adding that the company is quoting jobs to u ethe process.
With the DMC process, the powdered metal is loaded into an

electrically conductive container. or ring gears. the center of
the container i acore tool with me negativepattem of me gear
teeth £0 be formed. Outside the core tool. i a ring made of elec-
trically conductive material. End caps do e off the faces of the
container; When the container is placed within aninduction coil.

the magnetic field forces the outer ring to accelerate at rl1e rate
of several hundred meters per second toward the core tool, com-

pactmgthe powder in between. The ring also decelerates quick-
ly, causing a high pressure spike in the powder, which wveslibe
materialit high den ity, Knoth says.

The process is capable of pressing steel powder to 96% of

full density. according to lAP literature.
Circle 3W9'
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_------------I'NDUST,RYNEWS------------ ...
UOM Technologies To Exit ,Gear

Contract Manuta.cturing Business
UQM Technologies Inc. announced it

will exit the gear contract manufacturing
business because of weak demand for
gears in the agricultural and over-the-
road truck markets, which the company
has served.

In its press release, UQM said it plans
10 seek buyers for its gear business or-
if no buyers are found-s-sell its gear
manufacturing assets and stop opera-
lions. UQM's gear operations had annu-
811 revenue of $],6 million for the fiscal
year that ended March 31. 200 I, and a
(let loss of $1 I million,

The revenue represents 6 percent of
annual consolidated revenue. The loss
represents 45 percent of consolidated
operating los es before items,

"Our gearing operation has not met
ourexpectations due to continuing weak-
ness in the industry generally, and specif-
ically in the markets we serve," said
William G. Rankin. UQM's president
and CEO. "The outlook for recovery is
riot promising a more and more gear
purchasers source their gearing require-
ments overseas.

"Continued weak demand and the
resulting poor financial performance of
this operation has been a continuing drag
011 consolidated financial performance
for the Iast couple of years, and poor
industry fundamentals and the resulting
grim prospects for near-term recovery
have led us to the decision to shed this
non-core operation .."

Rankin added UQM is receiving
increasing demand for its motor, genera-
tor and power electronic products.

Also. Rankin said UQM will continue
to produce and supply gears to customers
and will consider gear orders from new
customers, until it seUs the business or
stops operations. He explained that if the
business were sold, remaining orders
would be completed by the new owner.

Lapointe IBu-ysOswal!d IForst
Lapointe International Corp, bought

Oswald Forst GmbH & Co. KG of
Solingen, Germany; Forst Broach Ltd. of
Leicester, England; and Cardinal Broach
Pic. of Biggleswade and Ratby, England.

FarSI provideslrJelical broaching

machines. Also, Forst designs, and manu-
factures other broaching machines, tools
and broach sharpeners for auto industry
producers and suppliers. Cardinal
Broach PIc. designs and manufactures
broaching machines and tooling for the
automotive and turbine industries.

In its press release, Lapointe said
Forst's helical broaching machines
would give Lapointe an important new

product line to offer to its customers.
Lapointe International Corp, of

Worcester, MA, design and manufac-
tures machines and tooling for indu tries
that produce precision forms, such as
helical gear .rurbine disks and rifled gun
barrels. The industries include automo-
tive, jet engine and land-turbine manu-
facturing. 0

precisian I:hrough diamond

INNOVATIVE PCD RE,INFORCI'NG
FOR D'IIRECT P'lATED DRESSERS

We will design, build and .guarantee from your gear summary charts gear dressers, for
,Reishauer SPA and Fassler DSA Systems --Direct·Platedor Sintered-Bond Single- or
Double-Sided Dressers.

WE al'so, ,produce
'gear ,dressers for
,It Gleason lAG

Gleaso.n Pfallter
& 'Gleason Phoeni'x

,. Liebherr
,. Klingeln'bergl
- Oerlikon-Opal
.. Hoefler
• Hun_h
• Ka,pp
-Nil'es
,. Samputensili
·'IMik'mn
-IMaag
.,tsellel

We offer eur customel'S
.. Highest Accuracy
,. Fas1est IDe'livery

• 'Competitive Prices
.. Relap& Illeplating Service

Call or fax us your gear dresser requirements.
You will quickly discover what leading U.S. gear producers have learned.

DR. KAIISER gear dressers are the best value ava,ilable.
Distributed by:

S.L.Munson
& Company

401 IHuger St. Columbia, SC 29201
Phone: 1-800-775-1390' Fax: 11-BOH1294l507
E-mail: infa@slmunsan.cam
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.. PRODUCTINEWS _

Gi!easolfl Offers New !Machine'
For Bevel' IGear Rolli Testing

Gleason Corp. is offering a new
machine for roll testing spiral and hypoid
bevel gear sets.

In its press release, Gleason said its
new 600 HIT Turbo Tester performs
fa ter C C-controlled roll testing of
those gear ets.

The tester can accommodate work-
pieces with 600-mm diameters. Be ides
basic pattern checking, the 600 HTT
tests for single-flank transmission error
and trucrure-borne noise for soft and
hard parts.

According to Gleason, the roll tester
has a. small-footprint, ergonomic, easy-
to-lise design.

For more infosmation, visit Gleason
Corp.s website at www.gleason.com.

Circle 320

Te.xtron Has New HeH!coidal Gear
Geometry in Gearmolors •.Reducers

Textron Power Transmission has a
new helicoidal gear geometry for its
Series B Conex nA helicoidal right angle
gearmotors and reducers.

According to Textron, the new geom-
etry, called Conex™ inside, provides
high capacity and efficiency. The gear-
motors and reducers have power capabil-
ities up to 20 hp, with a maximum torque
of 5,000 lb.-in. They also have gear
ratios up to 60:1 in. one stage.

For more information, vi it the com-
pany's website at www.texmmpt.com.

Circle 321

Samputens!ili Automates Bev,el G:ear
Debuning, Chamfering:

Sarnputensili has a new machine, the
S 4501750 DEC Gear Debur Cell, that
automates deburring and chamfering of
bevel gears.

The cell uses a FANUC 6-axis servo-
driven robot and a program.mable con-
troller. The cell can be used to do top and
bottom 'loath and root gear deburring and
chamfering geometry.

[1'1 its press release, SU America ilnc.
said the S 4501750 reduces the time and
cost normally associated with most
deburring operations. It also said the cell
provides more precise, consistent part-to-
part accuracy,

According to SU America, the cell
eliminate the need to manually debur
and chamfer gears.

The cell is available in two sizes: 2"
through-hole with 18" diameter and 4"
through-hole w.ith 30" diameter.

In North America, for more Informs-
tion, contact SU America through
Maritage Inc. of Rockford. IL, by tele-
phone at (815) 484-9250 or by fax at
(8IS) 484-9254.

Circle 322,

Kollene Ada:pts Ferri1:ic
!N,itrocarburbing fm Bette.r

Corrosion Resistance
Kolene Corp. has developed a varia-

tion of its Nu-Tride ferritie nitrocarburiz-
ing proces to improve part . corrosion
resistance and give them a black, low
RMS finish. The variation, called the
QPQ process, is used to finish automotive

I ~

gears ancl other parts such as hydraulic
and pneumatic parts.

According to Kolene's press release,
QPQ processing follows Nu-Tride proc-
essing and further improves parts' corro-
sian resistance.

For more information. contact Kolene
Corp. of Detroit, MI, by telephone at
(3 [3) 273-9220 or visit its website at
www.kotene.com.

Circle 323

Gear Technolo:yywelcomes your new prnd-
uet announcements for gears, gear drives
and products for designing, manufacturingl
andllestingl gears,

Send y,ournew product rel'eases to:
Gear Techno.logy
14011IluntAvenue
Elk Grove VilHag:e, It. 160001
Fax:B47 ·431'·661 B
E-mo,H:people@geanechnology:com

Tell Us What YouThink ...

If you found this column of interest and/or
useful, please cilcle 324.

If you did not care for this column, circle 325.

If you would like to respond to this or any
other article in this edition of Geor
Technology, please fax your response to the
attention of Randy Stott, managing editor, at
847-437-6618 or send e-mail messages to 1

people@geartechnalagy.cam.
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• •• _TECIHINICAL CALENDAR 1 ••• _

Jan. 29-Heat Treating & Hardening of Gear. Embassy

Suites Nashville-Airport, Nashville, T . Program leaches basic

concepts of heat treatment and hardening of gears. and alterna-
tive methods. Intended for people involved in heat treating, qual-

ity control. material development or industrial operations. $445
for SME members, $495 for non-members, For more informa-

tion, contact Lynn Albertson, senior program developer, bytele-

phone at (80m 733-4763 or bye-mail message at
albelYfI@sme.ol'g.

Jan. 3O-31,-Ba.sic Gear Manufacturing & Design. Embassy

Suites ashville-Airport, Nashville. TN. Program provides
basic concepts of gear design and manufacturing proces e .
Program can be used by gear de igners and inspectors, project

engineers and proce scontrol engineers and technicians. $745
for SME members, 895 for non-members. For more informa-

tion. contact Lynn Alben on, enior program developer, at (800)
733- 4763 or bye-mail at albelYII@sme.org.

Feb. 4I-7-Falk School 'Gear & Coupling Workshop. FaIle's
Renew Busine Unit. New Berlin. WI Provides "hands-on"

training to familiarize working maintenance mechanic with
field-practical, factory-approved installation, alignment, mainte-

nance and failure analysis procedures. Specific attention to pre-
vemative maintenance and early-warning diagnostic procedures
for all equipment. $1,495. Course presented throughout 2002.

Other upcoming dales are Feb. 18-21, March 41-7 and March
[1-N, For more information, contact Falk Corp. bye-mail at
bstejl@jalkcorp.com.

Feb. 18-21-Gh:ason 'Corp. Gear Fundamentals Course.
Gleason Cutting Tools Corp .. Loves Park, IL. Four-day program
for people who are new to gear-making and want ba ic under-
standing of gear geometry. nomenclature, manufacturing and
in pection, $895. Course presented throughout 2002. Other

dates of course include April 15-18 and June 24-27. For more
informatica, call (8]5) 877-8900 or vi it www.gleason.com.

Feb. 20--23---Huidtrans Compomac. Portello Hall . Milan
Fairground, Milan. Italy. International exposition featuring

fluid power and mechanical motion control component manu-
facturers, including hydraulic , pneumatics. electronicsrgears,
actuators and motors. Admis ion i free. Contact the show or-
ganizer, Fiere & Mestre S.r.1. of Milan. Italy. by telephone al
(39) 0'2-409493-1. by fax at (39) 02-409493-68 or bye-mail. at
promo·ftc@fieremostre.it.

Te'll Us What You Think ...
If you found this column of interest and/or useful, please circle 330.

If you did not care for this column, circle 331.

If you would like to respond to this or any other article in this edition
of Gear Technology, please fax your response to the attention of
Randy Stott, managing editor, at 847-437·6618 or send e-mail mes-
sages to people@geartechnology.com.
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• New flowline production

.' Supplier to leading
aerospace manufacturers

.' Tolerances to AGMA
Class 12

.' Design assistance
available

For mora information, contact:

Aero Gear Inc.
1050 Day IHill RCI.,Wfndlor, CT '060!15
Tel: (860) 6Sa.G888
IFax: (e60)2~5-8514

1119--2
CERTIFIED

AI9DDD Aero Gear Inc.

email: buygears@aerogear'.com .' wwW..a.erogear ..com

CIRCLE 127

ISO 9001 Certified

TRANSMECANJ'CA

Rapid
Delivery.

Precise
Profiles.
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LETTER TO THE EDnOR

make in a day. The salesman is taught thai.
time is money, so he only calls Oil the pay-

ing customers ....the 20% that aCCO\IJJtfor

80% of Ills business. One solution taken

by some machine tool companies is to set
up regional technical ales and service
centers ..This is a way ofgetting their cus-

tomers to come to them for service and

technical help. It allows them to maintain
personal. relation hips.

[ recall. telling one of my salesmen to

call on a particular client every Monday
morning at the same time. He objected,
saying mat they never bought anything
from him. However he followed my

instructions ..On one occasion.jhere was
a serious problem on the factory floor the

morning he madehis weekly call. He
was able to help them out, and in tum,
they became one of his best customers,
Lucky, maybe, but it was the personal

calls that made the difference, not the
computer, fax machine, phone calls.

direct mail or telemarketing.
Iam sorryfor the lateness in respond-

ing to your editorial, As you have proba-
bly guessed, Iam a retired machine tool

person. formerly vice president of sales
for Waterbury Farrel Division of Textron
(Jones & Lamson turning machines,

Cleveland hobbing machines. Waterbury
Farrel presses, Thompson grinders, J&L
metrology and J&L grinders).

Returning the Personal Touch to' Business
Dear Editor:

Your recent editorial, "Out of the
Cave;' which appeared in the Marchi

April 200 1 issue, was one of the most
timely and meaningful messages that has
appeared in a trade journal in a long time.

Today, as you stated. the personal touchin
business has been replaced by fax
machine. e-mail, impersonal direct mail,

cell phones. Internet and/or telernarket-
ing, The face-to-face sales contact of my

generation has been replaced by these so-
called more efficient and less lime-con-
suming ways of conducting business.

Salespeople today are taught that time
is money, to qualify a_naccount and to call
ahead to make an appointment. It is much
easier to say no to a salesperson over the
phone than it is when he is in your lobby.
I recall passing a small tool shop and
questioning the salesman Iwas with why

we weren't stopping to call on the shop.
He said he had called them, and they were
not buying any new equipment. We

slopped and called on the owner and
learned that they were considering
expanding, as they had just received a

large contract from an automotive suppli-
er. 1 doubt that we would have received
this information over the phone.

People still buy from people. Personal
service and interacting with manage-
ment, manufacturing and shop people on
a face-to-face basis is still the most effec-
tive way of doing business. I wish I had

every order I lost because of personal
reasons ... to someone who was closer to
the customer than I was.

Very few salespeople today make cold
calls. In my day,every salesman was

required to make cold calls, There is a
place for telemarketing. and it can produce
results. but mere is still a place today for
cold calls. They can be very productive.

I also have a problem with cell
phones and how they are used. I was with
a salesman who called a manufacturing
engineer to ask for an appointment. He

then called rum to tell him we were leav-

ing the office. He calledagain to tell him
we were tied up in traffic, and again to

tell him we were in the area. He had
interrupted the manufacturing engineer
four times-twice when the engineer
was in the shop-and when we arrived,
we received less than a warm. welcome.
We haven't learned how 10 use the toys

we have in the correct manner ..
Trade shows provide a neutral ground

for personal interacting with potential

buyer. However, unfortunately, sales-
people on the floor are taught to qualify

tile individual, They will ask if you spec-
ify equipment, how soon you plan. to pur-
chase a piece of equipment, etc., and if
the answers are not positive, you are not
likely to receive much time from the
salesperson. I recalJ receiving a large

order from a manufacturing engineer.
When he gave me the order, he said,
"You probably don't remember me, but I
was that student with whom you took

time to show your machines at ruTS
many years ago," He had graduated from

engineering school and was now in a
position to buy capital equipment.

You are so right that today we focus on
projects, meetings and quotas, rather than
the people who help us meet sales goals

and objectives. We are driven by the bot-
tom line. and we forget thai. service and
personal contact are still the best and oldest
methods of dealing with our customers .. 1

had a standing rule that all proposals and
quotations were to be hand delivered.This

allowed us to look into the eyes of the man-
ufacturing engineer or purchasing agent

and obtain an immediate reaction to the

quote. It is impossible to get any feedback
from a proposal that has been mailed, faxed
or e-mailed without any personal contact.

The unfortunate thing is thatthe cost of
having a salesperson on the road continue
to increase. In addition, the congestedair-
ways and highways reduce the number of
calls and contacts that a salesperson can

Regards,

Albert B. Albrecht

Tell Us What You Think ...
If you would like to respond to this or any
other article in this edition of Gear
Technology, please tax your response to the
attention of Randy Stott, managing editor, at
847-437·6618.
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CIRCLE 122

o OU HAVE
NEXT COVER'

're IOOII~ for hJgh-quaiity images
of gears for wing Issues:

... March/AprIl Heat Treating

... May/June Gear Design

.. July/August Inspection
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CIRCLE 1,60'

WEBSITES

APPLIED PROCESS
A laader in Ibe heat trelling indtlrtry lor more than'
three decades, Applied Process ,RJld its affiliales, II'~
all$lemperinUI 'technologies, to pr'odllce , :llronger.
lougher struclur. than thllSs producedl with conven-
lional hUI'lrealments. AU5tempering is an isolher'
mal haat 'trntmenl ,lppJ[ed 10 lerrou5 mile rials 10
lo'IQ I wide fange of engineering challenge •.

For more infDrmation, visit aur webs ite a1
www.8ppliedpIOCeSS.com.

CIRCLE 131

--------

www.raycargear.com
CIRCLE 181l'

l-lELP WANTED'

IP'ARKER INIDIJSTFlIES, (long Island. New
York) seeks sales-oriented Engineer with
some knowledge of gear cutting tools and
related products. Good technical and commu-
nication skills a must.
Reply in confidence With relevant informaJion 10:

IGeorge A. Parker
Parker Iindustries IlncorpoJ:ated

PO. Box 465
Bohemia. New York 11716

@FlARteR

-_ ....... E- III~ __

Rat Line Classified: l'' minimum, $325. Additional lines $45 per line (8. lines per inch). Display Classified: 3" minimum: lX--$735. 3X-$685

per insertion. '6X-$645 per insertion. Addiuonal per inch: 1"-$255, 3X-$235 per insertion, 6X-$225 per insertion, Ca'or Classified: Add .150

per insertion for color. Gear Technology will set type to advertiser's layout or design II classified ad at no exira charge. Paym.ent: Full payment must

accompany cla sified ads. Send check drawn 'in U.S. funds on a. U.S. bank or VisalMIl~!e.rCrudlAmcricanExpress number and expiration dale 10.Gear

Technology, P.o.. Box 1426. Elk Grove Village.Jl, 6OOCl9.Agency Commission: No agency commi sian on classified ads. Materials Deodlille: Ads

must be received by the 15th of the month, two months prior to publication. Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right LO accept or reject advertisements

at hi discretion.
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GLEASON CORPORATION
(ika'''11 i, the \1orld' , 1110,1 COl1lprdl~lhl'"

r,''''lll'n' l()J' f:car IlKlillILILllll'lllf: ',TllIlol,,·
<,!~.W.: oltcr a cornprchcn-iv« ~L'ar l'lIlIlIl~

machine pfO<,!ralll for L'\C]) ~L'ar Iltlhhlll~.

milling and ~lilldilT~ npplic.uion I,ll L') lin-
dn,al .IIlJ 1">1.'\.:1 <,!.:al". '1<, lc.uu 1110['<,;,h"lIl

our I'rodlll.:1\ and ,en i,.:, or 10 lind J..C\

,'lllll;"'1 information, ""'c "L11'\\1.'1, ,ill'

www.gieason.com
'CIRCLE 1!62

SOFTWARE

CAJ.CULATION IPROGRAM FOR 'GEA_RBOXES
KISSSIIh lSI Compreh'RSIH suo 01 c:aleut.tian progrllna
dnigned 10enhance speed ad IGCulltr When designing
common !!IIchine elements (Gelrs. Shills, .... J.

KISS.oh lutomates Ih. design through optimizalion rou-
tines. The calculation methods ar•. accDrding IJI inlam.·
liolilly recog!lized uaJldards IAGMA.ISD. DIN. ,.1 aLI.

To request more infomation on this, product, pla .. e COR-

lIet

1M. Schroder. 156 Carlllln IDrive, IMIIO.relvllle, Ne 21'11.7;
(11)4) 528.-1509;or info@kiss-soh.COIII.
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SERVICE I
-- --

I HiQB SHARIPIENINIG
S E.IR.VIICE

Stsr Eutter Co.

I /IFJiar.
7/TSTAR UTIER: COMPANY I&/_ 1&0-9001 CERTIFIED

• THIN ~ILIM COATINGS
West Branch Industries

Subsidiary of Star Cutter Co.
2083 W. M·55, West Branch. MI48661

l·88a·Resharp .• '·811l1·737-4277
IPhone: (989)345-2865 ,. F.AX: 1989) 345-15660

CIRCLE 142

,l'-"-l,
INTER Sf ATE TDlOl CORP.

CLEVE~ OHIIOI

CUSTOM ENGINEERED &
MANUFA CTURfD CUTTING TOOLS

ESTABLISHED 1960

FORM REUEVED & PRIIRLE GROIlND
MIWNG CUTTERS

GEAR SHAPER & SHAVING CunERS
ALL CLASSES OF HOBS

HSS. saun CARBIDE & CARBIDE TIPPED

WHETHER YOU EED NEW TOOLS.
MODIFICATIONS, RESHARPENING.
REPAIRS OR M&M INSPECTIONS,

CONTACT US FOR A QUOtE rODAYI

www;;nterslafetootcor.com
Tel~ 216-611-1017 • Fax: 216-611-5431

CIRCL!E151

GEAR TOOTIH GRINIDllNGi
Spur. Ii'elical

-IHerringbone (with gr,oove)
ICapacity: upto IS' 10.01

,.

1 D.P.• 16M faca

AGMA Certificationllnspection
IDe'liveryt'D Meet Your Requirements

Midwest Gear Corp.
2182 IE.Aurora Rd.

Twinsburg, OH 44087
Phone' 33O!-425-4419
'Fax330-425-!B600

IDirect your inquilies tD
Ron Humphrey, General Manager

l~onh,@:mwgeaF,com

OIRCLE 11,54
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lnduetien Halrdelnlinlg
Speciall,ists in Tooth by Touth -
IContour Hardeniing o. l!nterml!11
Spur. helical ,a'nd lJerv.e#,ears
Gur g'ear hardening equipment
includes S, NAlCO submerged
process machines and 5 AJAX
CNC-contwUed glear scanning
machines. Tooth by tooth gear
hardening from .5DP-10D~ up to'
15 tons, 200" diameter.

.American Metall Trea1.ing ICompany
CI'avelandl• Illllio

Pholle: 1216) !l31-449~:·Fall: !2U) 43~-1508
We·!!; www.ll11llricllamelBlrrrflatiag .•com

IE-imail::marlr/itllmericaamstltrB.lillg ..com

IBreakdoWlIl Serv,ic8, ,Availabl'e'

HOB S!HIAIRPEINIINGI
(7i63)1 425-5241'* tHIN FILM COATINGS*

!iSS & Carbide, up to 5" lOia.
Straight Gash.

Sharpened & Inspected
Per AGMA STANDARDS

auick Turnaround

i '
I~Q.I'J"TH;F!Ia:~

KORO SHA_RPEN,ING SERVICE
9530··· 85TH AVENUE NO',

MAPLE GROVE, MN 55369
CIRCLE 163

13511Windsor Road
Loves P.IlJ'k,.IL 611111 USA

IPhone: S·1S-Sn-8900
Fax: 815-817-0264

Website: www.gleason.com
IE-Mail: ·9ctc@gleason.com

CIRCLE 147

I - --

I~am' the SlJuroe dquality
gears, From desIgn to

m.arrufacwre •• , to iIeIJ'IeI)',
COUllr,m

Okamoto ,Uachlll6lJ
fer YOUl demsmNng.pm:islollg,,, Inri I'I1latea P!JMI

,lI:aIwnlsslDn prOducts.
Look to' l.!!1 ·for 1M, 11__ .1

Pntc;l·l!lon0._,. ....,
• Spiral Bevel

• Worml
• :SpurI Helical

• Splines
Cullom da/gll6M'lce

Hig/J ptotIucflotl captbfJiIy
,UlJlIllItclwd ql1Blily, M'YIcIII supp«t.

,e.lI.udarl
'Olumola "achlneq

847.520-77,00 alit. Id
www.akmatHQ\ij.J.c;Q.Jp

CIRCLE 153

IGEAR TIOOTiH
G,RINDI:N:G S,iER:VICES:
Spur - Helical' - .Oouble'Helical

Capacity up to 6Q1.1!) 0.11. 1 D.P.. 2S"

I

Stroke. All ground gears. certified up to
AGMA Class 14+ on Zeiss-Hofler 11602
CMM. Inventory of grinders meluces
Hofler ,BOO,Hofler 1253 Supra, Hofler 11500,
two, Hofler Naval eNC Uloos (FlJlly CNC
with all-board CMM check,erjl, and

I Hofler Rapid 1~ FormGrillder.

I(i~elterGeaftech
2530 Garrow St. Houstcn, TX 17003
Phone: 713-237'·917~3Fax: 713-237·12091

I Contact Mr. Willie Whittington
Visit our Website at
www.kreiter·geanech.com

CIRCLE 141
- - - - --

HIOB SHARIP'ENIN'G i

Koep,fer America, LLC
635 Schneider Drive
South Elgin, IL 60171
Phone 847-9311-4121
Fax: 847-9311-4192

0' State·of-the-art CNCsharpening
and inspection machines

'. Wet grinding with free-cutting CBNor
diamond wheels for ~Burn free" sharp-
ening of carbide or high speedisteel

• Optional recoating and stripping

'.'Rush service available

http://www.glilurschnology.com
http://www.gleason.com
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addendum*
apex
backlash
beve~
concentri,city
dedenduml
eccentricity
f,atigue
gea,rs
grinding

gerrGeargeer
r'dwerdWor'ddiSearc!hsearsh

Find the gear-rellated words listed on the right in the puzzle below" The words may be non-
zontal, vertical or diagonal and may be written forward or backward.

I , , !
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honing
helical
herringbone
hobbingl
h aid_ypOL
involute,
piinlion
pitting
rack
rippling

skew
spira'i
spUne
spur
tilp
tooth
undercut
wear
worm
wobblle

*,A very exc,eUent
'g'ear wo'rdl•

Tell Us What
You Think ...
If you found this article of
interest and/or uselul,
please circle 340"
IIyou did not care for this
article, circle 341.
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Samputensili presents the new modular
S-series in a complete diameter range'
from 100 up to 3000 mm, built in
ChemnitzlGermany, the cradle ot gear
nobbing. -

In ,addition, we, provide an unmatched
service and sales network. throughout
the US by Meritage National Services
and its aHiliates.

SU America Inc.
8775 Capital Ave
Oak Park, Mil 48237
leI.: -1-1248548-7171
Fax: +1248 548-4443
E-mail: sales@suamerica.com
http://www.samputensili.comWith this recent addition to our machine

1001 line we are abl'e to ,offer you complete
solutions for your 'gear cutting needs from
roughing to finishing',

Contact us today
to ~indout what we can do for YOli.
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